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Friday, February 6, 1998, 8:00PM
Marvin Hamlisch's life in music is notable for its great versatility as well
as substance. Best known as a composer, Hamlisch has written major works
for film, stage, recordings and concert halls. As conductor, he has led the
great orchestras of the world, and as a pianist and entertainer, he has
performed both with ensembles and in solo capacity.
Hamlisch believes in the power of music to bring people together. He
says: "Music can make a difference. There is a global nature to music which
has the potential to bring all people together. Music is truly an international
language, and I hope to contribute by widening communication as much as I
can."
Orchestra Seats $29, Balcony Seats $23
New York City Opera performs
The Daughter of the Regiment, Friday, April 3, 1998, 8:00PM
Marie, the spirited darling of Napoleon's 21st Regiment,
discovers love and her true identity in Gaetano Donizetti's melodi-
ous comic opera, The Daughter of the Regiment, performed by the
New York City Opera National Company. Now in its 18th year, the
Company is considered the premier touring opera company in the
country. The Company travels in an old-fashioned "bus and truck"
style, bringing vivid stagings of classic operas to both small rural
communities and bustling urban centers. The Daughter of the
Regiment will be sung in French with English supertitles.
Orchestra Seats $37, Balcony Seats $30
All performances to be held at the Rondileau Campus Center Auditorium
For more information and to make reservations call: 508-697-1290 or write Bridgewater State College Foundation
P.O. Box 42, Bridgewater, MA 02324-0042
Washington, D.C. Alumni Gathering and Travel Program
Alumni in the D.C. area are invited to attend an evening reception at the U.S. Capitol on Tuesday, March 24,
1998. Hosted by Congressman John Tierney, the reception is jointly sponsored by Bridgewater, Fitchburg,
Salem, Westfield, and Worcester state colleges. Our college presidents, and the Massachusetts senators and
congressmen have been invited to take part in the evening. As part of the event, the alumni association is
sponsoring a tour of Washington from March 22-25. Motorcoaches will leave the state college campuses on
Sunday and guests will stay at the deluxe Channel Inn, located on the Potomac River through the morning of
the 25th. Among the sites on the four-day tour are the White House, the Vietnam Memorial, Arlington National
Cemetery, Mt. Vernon, and the Smithsonian Institute. For information and pricing, please contact the Alumni
Office at (508) 697-1287.
A Call for Nominations
The Bridgewater Alumni Association seeks nominations for its annual awards, to be presented
Alumni Weekend. We would appreciate it if you would attach supporting materials.
The Bridgewater Alumni Award for Outstanding
Service to the Alumni Association is given to an
individual whose qualifications include the
ability to build understanding and awareness
through involvement, leadership that fosters a
caring community, and programs that promote
strategies for drawing others into a network of
cooperation.
The Dr. Catherine Comeau Award for Profes-
sional Achievement and Community Service is
presented to a graduate of the college's Depart-
ment of Movement Arts, Health Promotion, and
Leisure Studies. The recipient will be a graduate
of at least five years and be an influential role
model in the field.
The Dr~ V. James DiNardo Award for Excellence
in Teaching is presented to a member of the
faculty whose contributions include mastery of
subject matter, enthusiastic teaching style, and
personal attention to the students.
The Adrian Rondileau Award for Professional
Achievement and Community Service was estab-
lished to recognize an alumna/alumnus who
demonstrates the qualities most valued by Dr.
Rondileau, the eighth president of the college.
The recipient must demonstrate exceptional
service to the community, resulting in improve-
ment of the quality of the community's life.
The Nicholas P. Tillinghast Award for Achieve-
ment in the Field ofEducation was named in
honor of the college's first president. The award
is given to an alumna/alumnus who demon-
strates qualities of outstanding leadership, excel-
lence in performance, and personal achievement
in the field of public education.
1998 Bridgewater Alumni Association Awards Nomination Form
Nominator Class Year _
Telephone I nominate _
For (name of award) _
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friends of the college.
Faculty Profile
"A Trip to the Other Side of the Moon"
by David Wilson, '71
Dongxue Zheng and her husband Warren Wang with Dr. Street. Warren Wang was a guide/
interpreter for the 1990 Fulbright (Consortium). He received his master's degree in Communica-
tion Studies from BSC. Dongxue received her master's degree in Communication Studies also.
•
In the fall of 1986, that was how
Dr. Nancy Street described her just-
completed, year-long stay in the
People's Republic of China (PRC)
after she and three BSC students-
Helene Baldino, '87, Mary Azar, '87,
and Steve Ricci, '87 - returned
home to Bridgewater after partici-
pating in the college's first exchange
program with Shanxi Teachers
University, which is located in a
poor, remote part of China that had
been previously closed to Westerners.
They were the first group from
Bridgewater to go to China as part of
an exchange agreement the college
had with the university in the latter
part of the 1980s. As they were
heading to Shanxi, a group of
Chinese students and faculty were
on their way to Bridgewater.
"It is so totally different one
cannot even imagine it," said Dr.
Street in an interview when she
came back to the college that Sep-
tember, now eleven years ago. "I
had absolutely no idea of what it
would be like to go there. Inevitably,
you take a lot of assumptions into
another world and, suddenly, the
old world isn't there anymore. And
you're on the pther side of the moon
in terms of the way their world, their
life, is structured."
•
Dr. Street was then, as she is
now, a member of the faculty in the
Department of Communication
Studies and Theatre Arts at
Bridgewater (she is currently
chairperson of the department).
As the first member of the BSC
faculty to travel to China to teach at
Shanxi, she had looked on the
opportunity as a once-in-a-lifetime
adventure. "I had always wanted to
go to China, but it's something I
thought 1'd never be able to do," Dr.
Street said in that 1986 interview.
Nor did she think she would be
going back anytime soon, if ever.
But Dr. Street has gone back to
China - so far, three more times.
She returned to Shanxi Teachers
University for a semester in Septem-
ber, 1988, and two years later, in
1990, she made a six-week tour of
the country, sponsored by a
Fulbright-Hayes Group Study grant.
Her fourth trip to China took
place this past spring and summer
- a five-month journey that in-
cluded a teaching assignment at
Southeast University in Nanjing and
visits to other universities in the
Nanjing area.
•
'While life in the United States
hasn't changed all that much since
1985, in Mainland China life has
changed a great deal since then,"
says Dr. Street. "I feel privileged to
have seen China at various stages of
what is the ongoing transformation
of a great society and a great
people./I
Dr. Street has accumulated a
wealth of experiences during these
four trips to the PRC and has
published two books, one devoted
completely to her first two visits to
China and the second with chapters
based on her extensive first-hand
knowledge of the country and its
political movements.
In Search of Red Buddha, pub-
lished in 1992, was described by
Professor Donald Fishman of Boston
College as a "vivid account of the
history, culture, geography and
ideology of China, particularly the
Cultural Revolution./I The book
describes her experiences as an
American professor in China and
her perspectives on how that
nation's changing economic and
political conditions have affected its
people.
Dr. Street's second book,
Messages from the Underground:
Transnational Radio in Resistance and
Solidarity, co-authored with Dr.
Marilyn Matelski of Boston College,
explores how people are called into
resistance and/or solidarity through
the medium of transnational radio.
Case studies in the book document
the influence of the Voice of
America, BBC, Vatican Radio, and
the relatively new Radio Free Asia/
Asia Pacific Network in shaping the
destiny of world societies at the end
of the twentieth century (including
the pro-democracy movement in
China in the spring of 1989 which
was suppressed violently by the
government during the so-called
Tiananmen Square Uprising).
Now, a major focus of her
professional life is developing closer
ties between Bridgewater and
universities in China. "I came back
from this most recent visit con-
vinced there are many ways that
Bridgewater could develop joint
exchange programs with leading
colleges in China that would benefit
students and faculty here and
there," she says. "My goal is to help
facilitate these arrangements in any
way that I can."
•
Shortly after Dr. Street returned
to Bridgewater from her most recent
stay in China, she was asked about
the changes she has witnessed and
the people to whom she has devel-
oped such close ties.
Is there much of a difference, Dr.
Street was asked, in the China she
saw upon her arrival last February
from the China she had seen during
past trips there?
"In terms of its physical appear-
ance, Beijing seemed much the same
to me," Dr. Street replies. "In terms
of the people, for the most part they
still don't drive cars and instead ride
bicycles. But the people riding the
bicycles look totally different," she
says. "They no longer wear the blue
cotton Mao suits and baggy, army-
green jackets and trousers. In fact,
they dress very fashionably. The
fashions you see in America now
you also see on the streets of China's
main cities, and people are really
into dressing well and colorfully."
There are other differences too,
she says.
"People in Beijing no longer
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stare at foreigners the way they used
to," she replies, "nor do they ask to
'change money.' China has done
away with the old two currency
system, a real contribution to
economic stability and equality,
putting an end to black market'
money exchanges with foreigners.
"I remember when I first arrived
in Beijing twelve years ago. It was
August and it was hot. There
seemed to be peasants everywhere,
squatting in the blazing sun and
staring at us. First, I couldn't believe
how all of these people could sit in
such uncomfortable positions, but
that was their way of resting
because they had no chairs - it was
either that or sit on the ground.
Later I found out that this was a
traditional way for Chinese to rest.
Second, looking out at this sea of
faces, all staring at us because we
were foreigners, made us feel odd.
That's what I most remember about
arriving in Beijing a dozen years
ago."
Foreigners are no longer novel-
ties in Beijing or other major Chinese
cities, Dr. Street says, but they still
attract attention in the countryside
where life is still relatively primitive,
at least by Western standards.
"During this trip, when I made a
visit to the countryside - to Xingua
City and Gaoyou City - these
places in wealthy Jiangsu Province
reminded me very, very much of the
city of Linfen, in Shanxi Province,
where Shanxi Teachers University is
located," Dr. Street recalls.
"In 1997, the people were
dressed much the same as they had
been in 1985, uniforms of blue or
green trouser suits. Unlike Beijing
and Nanjing, manual labor still
predominates in cities such as these
- the streets are filled with people
carrying dual water buckets and/or
construction materials on long poles
across their shoulders. And as
happened so often in Linfen in 1985,
the people would gather in large
crowds to stare at us."
•
Dr. Street's most recent book,
Messages from the Underground:
Transnational Radio in Resistance and
Solidarity, describes how the Voice of
America was once very influential
among Chinese citizens, but follow-
ing the Tiananmen Square uprising
in June, 1989 - when the govern-
ment used brute force to end a
rebellion by dissident students -
VOA lost much of that influence.
Why?
"Throughout much of the 1980s,
and to some extent even before that,
what the Chinese people knew of
the world outside of China came
from listening to radio broadcasts of
the Voice of America and the British
Broadcasting Corporation. In
particular, they believed in VOA,"
she explains.
"But following Tiananmen
Square, they no longer believed
VOA as much because it was often
inaccurate in its reports, which the •
Chinese government hastened to
point out. As a result, today by and
large the people are listening more
to their own government. II Why is
this so? "Because the improved
economy and technological develop-
The outer courtyard ofa Chinese Buddhist
temple in southern Jiangsu Province
ment inspire confidence in the
people, as in the United States," she
says.
Dr. Street says the students with
whom she had contact were puzzled
by what they perceive as America's
hostility toward China.
"Many of the students I encoun-
tered were confused about why the
United States is so hard on China,"
she says. "There is among Chinese
students today a bewilderment
about 'what is wrong with America?
Why does the United States seem to
deal so harshly with China?' They
just don't get it."
What sources of information are
available to give them this impres-
sion?
"American news magazines -
which were virtually non-existent in
China when I first went there - are
readily available," answers Dr.
Street. "University libraries stock the
most recent editions of Time and
Newsweek, and they often carry
stories about friction between China
and the U.S."
What are the sources of friction
between the United States and
China?
"The American press writes
often about 'human rights viola-
tions' in China, and I've even had
Americans say to me, 'The Chinese
government must hate its people
because it treats them so poorly.'
When I hear this, I'm stunned,"
replies Dr. Street.
"While the Chinese government
may not be doing things the way we
would do them, or the way we think
they should be done, I believe the
government is doing what can be
done as well as the government can
manage it. I am not defending the
Chinese government for the way it
has dealt with dissidents. I just think
we have to acknowledge that their
culture - their laws, their traditions
- are different from our own."
Part of the misunderstanding
stems, Dr. Street believes, from the
fact that many Westerners tend to




"This is something that's impor-
tant for us to remember," she says.
"China has been in a turmoil for the
past 150 years. Wartime invasions,
revolution and internal upheaval
dominate the story of China in the
twentieth century. Stability has only
come to China in the most recent
decades, so there has been a lot of
work to be done in restoring the
functions of the most basic institu-
tions, which the Chinese have been
working very hard to do."
The Cultural Revolution, which
Chairman Mao unleashed in the
1960s, set the country back severely,
says Dr. Street.
"Even after the Communists
came to power in 1949, their leader,
Mao Zedong, who is hailed as a
great revolutionary leader through-
out the Third World, was a man of
narrow background and virtually no
personal knowledge of life outside
of China. Mao was not at all worldly
in the sense of other Chinese leaders
such as Zhou Enlai and Deng
Xiaoping, both of whom had
traveled widely and lived in foreign
countries.
''Mao was a man of peasant
background," she continues, "and
during his reign he had the Chinese
people doing some foolish things,
such as making iron in their back-
yards. And it was Mao, of course,
who unleashed the Cultural Revolu-
tion, which nearly sent the country
into the dark ages. All education
stopped for nearly ten years,
families were torn apart, and the
country suffered. So he can rightly
be criticized for many misguided
acts and policies."
But Dr. Street believes that
Western governments also made
mistakes in dealing with China,
mistakes that led the Chinese
government to accelerate its increas-
ingly inward turn.
''Mao is often accused of closing
the doors to China, of trying to keep
the West out of China. In my
opinion the situation isn't as simple
as that," she says. "In the early 1950s
the United States and its allies
worked hard to keep the People's
Republic of China out of the United
Nations, favoring the government of
Taiwan-' ationalist China' - for
a seat in the UN and as a veto-
holding member of the UN's
Security Council."
The Chinese are a proud people,
says Dr. Street. "They have long
memories for slights."
As a result of an ages-old
propensity and of being shunned by
other nations, mainland China
withdrew into itself. "China became
more and more insular, and that
became even worse during the
Cultural Revolution when there was
so little contact with the outside
world," she explains.
That period of isolation is now
over, she says. "The return of Hong
Kong to Mainland Chinese control
this summer was a pivotal point,"
Dr. Street believes. "Even before
this, one could see that China was
growing more confident in its
relations with foreign countries,
especially the West. When the
British formally relinquished their
authority over Hong Kong, to the
average Chinese this was a hugely
symbolic gesture, reinforcing in their
minds how far China has come in
less than 50 years to restoring its
dignity, honor and prestige."
•
As to the attitudes of contempo-
rary Chinese students, Dr. Street
says they have an outlook on the
world that has little resemblance to
the students she encountered in
China in the 1980s.
"Without question, there is a big
difference between the attitudes of
Chinese students one meets now
compared to the students I met in
Linfen twelve years ago," states Dr.
Street.
"This is a quite different student
population. Back in 1985, those
students had grown up during the
Cultural Revolution, and they were
a whole different breed than today's
Chinese students who, first, don't
know much about the Cultural
Revolution, and, second, don't want
to know much about the Cultural
Revolution - that happened to their
Wang Keqiang in a monastery garden
in Suzhon, Jiangsu Province
parents, not them. I fowld myself in
the very odd position of remember-
ing a past they did not remember,
and having to adjust mentally to
dealing with the young who see
themselves and China's place in the
world much differently than their
elders, thanks to the new educa-
tional and economic policies of the
Chinese government."
•
What Dr. Street also discovered
during her stay at Southeast Univer-
sity was that contemporary Chinese
students - depending on their level
of education and their age - see
their place in society differently.
"The students I taught during
this most recent stay in China fell
into three groups - undergraduate
students, master's students and
doctoral students," explains Dr.
Street.
"But more than their education
level divided them. Each has grown
up in a different era in China, so
their attitudes and experiences
separate them to a much greater
level than among American students
of similar age groups.
"I taught non-major juniors, and
at first I found them to be quite like
the students I had taught twelve
years ago at Shanxi Teachers
University - they were reluctant to
talk because they were self-con-
scious about their English-speaking
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skills. But then I said to them, 'I
know you can do this. I know you
can speak up in class.' And then we
found a common bond in film -
that was a subject that they were
anxious to talk about, and they were
very knowledgeable because today
there are video stores all over China.
Films, and American films in
particular, are very familiar to them.
Once they began talking about
film," she continues, "they were
willing to talk about other things, so
I gradually moved from teaching
literature to teaching film."
Her master's students "were the
most delightful group of people,"
she says. "Since they had to have a
foreign language in order to study at
the master's degree level, and most
had chosen English, this was a fun
group to work with," she recalls.
"They could read English
extremely well, and I was impressed
with how much they knew about
America, which they get from
reading news magazines published
in the United States. But they are not
used to speaking English because
they'd had few opportunities to do
that. So in class we talked about
everything and we worked hard on
building vocabulary and diction. I
let them take the conversation
wherever they wanted to. I also
opened my home on Friday eve-
nings from seven to ten for anybody
that wanted to come, and during
these sessions we'd talk almost non-
stop. That was really just what they
needed."
This group of students have a
very clear objective, Dr. Street says.
"I found I was dealing with a
caliber of student that I had never
dealt with in China before. Master's
degree students have a specific goal
in learning how to speak English -
they know how to write papers in
English, but in order to go to
conferences and meet colleagues in
their disciplines around the world,
they need to speak English well.
"They want to be able to walk
up to someone, shake his or her
hand, say hello and carryon a
conversation," she explains. "These
were very charming people, and I
still exchange e-mail with some of
them."
The third group of students, all
studying to earn doctoral degrees,
were in a category of their own, says
Dr. Street.
"The doctoral students I taught
were an older group, mostly in their
late thirties or early forties, and they
had lived with the Cultural Revolu-
tion. They have different memories
and different expectations than the
younger students with whom I
worked."
While the differences among
each group were readily apparent,
Dr. Street says, they shared at least
one trait in common.
"What was exciting for me was
that, regardless of age or education
level, the students in Nanjing are
very proud of the fact the universi- I
ties they attend in that city are
considered among the most presti-
gious in China - Nanjing is second
only to Beijing in terms of its
educational status level in China -
and they see for themselves leader-
ship roles not only in China but in
the world.
"Frankly," she says, "in each of
my previous trips to China, I had
left distressed because the people,
especially my students and my
colleagues, had seemed so wiliappy.
That was not the case this time. I
sensed instead a real confidence and
pride among the Chinese people."
•
When asked, "What is the most
difficult adjustment a foreign visitor
has to make when traveling to
China?" Dr. Street answers, "I think
it would probably be the loss of
control, which is a kind of protection
the Chinese insist in providing to
those from the West because they
think we cannot properly take care
of ourselves in China.
"They really want to make sure
nothing bad or unpleasant happens
to you, so they tend to plan your
itinerary very carefully," she
continues. "As an example, during
this latest trip to China I traveled
extensively arowld Nanjing, visiting
a number of universities, but after
making a visit, I was never allowed
to return home alone in a taxi cab.
Even though I was certainly capable
of getting back safely, it was neces-
sary for whoever had invited me to
get into the cab with me and ride
back to where I was staying. Then-
because taking a taxi is considered
such a luxury in China - once they
got me back where I belonged more
often than not they would have left a
bicycle there to ride home them-
selves or they would walk.
"The Chinese want you to enjoy
your time in China and not have to
worry, but I think many Westerners
may react by thinking, 'Someone is
trying to control me here, and why
are they telling me everything I
should do? I must go there, sit there,
eat this, get in the taxi cab now.' The
Chinese, however, are only trying to
be polite, to be as hospitable as
possible. And it doesn't matter
whether you are in a city or in the
countryside, or whether you're a
man or a woman, you're never
going to be out there on your own."
That strong sense of support for
foreigners proved advantageous to
Dr. Street when she began planning
her most recent trip to China.
"Chinese universities welcome
foreign scholars but the rules are
very tight. They rarely offer a
teaching position to anyone who
cannot stay for at least a 12-month
period," she explains.
"However, my sabbatical was
only for a semester, barely five
months. If it weren't for the efforts of
a man named Wang Keqiang, this
latest trip would have been impos-
sible for me. He spent nearly a full
year - and used just about every
contact or 'relationship' he could -
to find a university that would take
me for the shorter period of time."
Dr. Street had met Wang
Keqiang when she taught at Shanxi
University and he became "my best
friend there."
He was originally from Nanjing
and had a very bright future as a
writer, she says, but he was exiled to
the countryside in 1959 as punish-
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ment because the government
disapproved of his writing.
"He had already been in Linfen
for twenty-five years when I arrived
there in 1985," Dr. Street relates.
"Despite the privations he had
suffered - during the Cultural
Revolution he was not allowed to
visit his home city of Nanjing - he
was not at all beaten down by the
experience. By 1988, when I re-
turned to Shanxi, he had gone back
to Nanjing to teach at a university
there.
"As I began planning to return
to China for this latest trip, I wrote
to Wang Keqiang and explained I
could only stay for a semester, and I
asked for his help in arranging a
teaching assignment for me. He
went from school to school, trying to
find a place that would take me for a
semester. Thanks to his efforts,
Southeast University agreed to make
that possible."
Wang Keqiang and his wife Wen
Zao "were my family in China this
trip," says Dr. Street. "We spent a lot
of time together, and it was wonder-
ful to see the dramatic change in
their lives, in their personalities.
When I first met Wang Keqiang
back in 1985, he wore the plain blue
Mao suit and would never have
worn anything colorful. Now he and
his wife have such energy and
enthusiasm, as well as colorful
clothes, that to me they represent the
new China that has emerged over
the past dozen years."
•
Now, with four trips to China
completed, Dr. Street is contemplat-
ing a next logical step, and she
thinks she knows what that is.
"I'd like to co-author a book with
Dr. Matelski on intercultural
communication using case studies to
explore American-Mainland Chi-
nese interaction," she explains. "But
we would like to co-write it with
Chinese colleagues. With other
books, I have always had my
Chinese friends read my drafts for
errors, but this is different. I envision
such a book would use cultural
studies to analyze, from the stand-
point of each culture, how people
from America and China differ in
their understanding and interpreta-
tion of the same messages."
Because she has a background in
both cultures, and an understanding
of how differently each communi-
cates, Dr. Street believes that East
and West need to recognize the
width of their linguistic divide.
"Chinese are not 'yes or no'
people. For them, it is 'some of this
and some of that,' nothing is ever
totally bad or totally good. It has its
sides," she says.
"In the West we are more likely
to say, 'this is good, this is bad, this
is evil, this is pure.' But that's not the
way with the Chinese, and their
philosophy filters into the language
in ways we would find difficult to
deal with - 'perhaps we will meet
at 12:00 and maybe we will do
something, unless it becomes
impossible and if so we will meet
eventually.'
"That philosophy also affects
their view of the world," Dr. Street
continues. "In a nation that has been
battered by so many natural disas-
ters, a farmer will say, 'Maybe the
crops will be good, if there are no
floods and no drought. Perhaps yes,
perhaps no.' We, on the other hand,
are more likely to be shocked when
things don't go as we planned them
to go. Americans see the world as a
circle cut down the middle - black
and white. Chinese see the world as
yin yang."
This is more than an exercise in
communication skills, insists Dr.
Street. "China's presence and
influence in world affairs grows
daily. Economically, politically,
technologically and militarily, China
is emerging as a force to be reckoned
with as evidenced by the news
coverage of President Jiang Zemin's
recent visit to the United States. The
United States and China have
everything to gain from improving
how they communicate with and
relate to each other.
"And everything to lose if they
don't." •
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West Coast Alumna Honors
Bridgewater Education With
Named Fund
each year as an award to the
Bridgewater student who achieves
the highest score on the William L.
Putnam Mathematical Competition.
Dr. Butz's thoughtful gift will
encourage academic excellence in
the field he was devoted to far into
the future. For that, Bridgewater
State College and its students are
deeply appreciative.
A graduate of Quincy (MA) High
School, Patricia Ross Reinstein '65
***********
more information? We will show
you what others have done (see
accompanying stories) - and how
practical and easy an endowment
can be for you. You can reach our
Director of Major and Planned Gifts,
Michelle Stuart, by calling (508) 697 -
1200 ext. 2694. Or, if you wish, use
the handy response form below.
College Professor Dr. Jeffrey R.
Butz Establishes Endowed Math
Prize With Bequest
Professor Butz, who died October
18,1996, wanted to make a lasting
contribution to the Mathematics and
Computer Science Department,
where he had worked since 1992.
Several months before his death, Dr.
Butz informed the college of a
$10,000 bequest in his will, ear-
marked for The J. R. Butz Mathemat-
ics Competition Prize. "My years at
Bridgewater State College were
happy and productive. I hope this
award will in some way reflect my
appreciation for them," he wrote.
A percentage of the income earned
on the endowed fund is to be used
City:. _






Please send more information about creating a Bridgewater State College
endowment fund.
o Please send information about wills and bequests.
o Please send information about Bridgewater's 1840 Society
o Please contact me by phone. The best time to reach me is: _
r----------------------------
CLIP AND MAIL
Or maybe it's the great-grandpar-
ents, or the great-great-grandparents
that the curious youngster wants to
know about. What will you say to
such a question?
In addition to your own recollec-
tions and a treasury of photos and
writings and various heirlooms, you
won't have much to draw on-
unless you or someone else has done
something to establish a lasting
memorial in Grandpa's honor.
A named endowment fund at
Bridgewater State College is a
wonderful way to create an ongoing
legacy. Every year, loved ones will
be reminded through print and
other means that Grandpa cared
about the college and its mission.
The endowment fund will not only
serve as a perennial source of
income to Bridgewater State, but it
will also provide a continuing
reminder that Grandpa was a man
of generosity and good will.
Our program permits individuals to
create endowments that focus on
special aspects of our mission, areas
that may have been especially
important to the honoree. This
"assignment of income" also
communicates something positive
about Grandpa's interests and
concerns.
You may want to consider an
endowment for yourself. By estab-
lishing it now, in your name, you
provide your loved ones with a
"living photograph" of at least one
of your key involvements in life. As
you wish, you can add to your
endowment over time, and you can
even earmark a portion of your
estate to eventually enter your fund.
Endowments are worth considering.
Why not contact us and request
The Annual Fund Myth vs. Reality
MYTH: The Annual Fund only supports the BSC Foundation operations.
REALITY: The Annual Fund supports all the priorities of Bridgewater State College. The fund is the cornerstone of all
fundraising efforts on behalf of the college and provides immediate relief from budgetary constraints and protects the
college from fluctuating state funding.
MYTH: Bridgewater State College is a public institution so all its needs are met by the state.
REALITY: Approximately 60% of the college's budget is supported by student fees and the philanthropy of generous
alumni, parents, faculty, staff and friends.
MYTH: The Annual Fund does not support scholarships and other important fundraising projects.
REALITY: The unrestricted support that comes from the fund has the greatest impact on the greatest number of students
since it can be utilized across campus for any number of purposes, including scholarships. The primary focus of the
Annual Fund is to be used wherever the need is greatest.
MYTH: "Supporting my class fund/campaign is more important than making a gift to the Annual Fund."
REALITY: Both are equally important and work together. Your class gift commemorates a special reunion as designated
by your class. This effort is often restricted for a special purpose. The Annual Fund supports financial aid, faculty and
curriculum development, campus improvements and is the main funding source for the Bridgewater Alumni Association
and the Foundation. These needs are ongoing and need your commitment on an annual basis.
MYTH: Contributions of the same amount each year are sufficient to help Bridgewater meet its needs.
REALITY: Inflation, the rising costs of education and the fluctuating funding from the state are just a few reasons that
increased support to the Annual Fund is needed. Just think what a cup of coffee cost 25 years ago and what it sells for
now. A secure future for the college is dependent upon a strong and growing Annual Fund. The most compelling reason
to increase your gift this year is the continuation of the Public Higher Education Endowment Incentive Program which
matches gifts from private funds.
MYTH: The Annual Fund runs on a calendar year (January 1 - December 31).
REALITY: The Annual Fund runs on a fiscal year (July 1- June 30), similar to an academic calendar. So when you are
called in the fall by a student asking for your support, know that it is the start of a new fundraising year for us!
MYTH: "I can only make a pledge for an amount that I can write a check for today."
REALITY: Pledges can be paid in installments over the course of the fiscal year. We will be happy to send you pledge
reminders, or you can use your credit card and request a specific amount be charged on the dates of your choice.
Please support the 1997-1998 Annual Fund and continue our legacy of excellence at Bridgewater State College.
•
came to Bridgewater State College at
the urging of her mother. Vera
Gronwall Ross, a member of the
class of 1942 who left the college just
prior to graduation to get married,
knew that her daughter would be
challenged by Bridgewater's
professors and classes.
"At Bridgewater, we were always
studying because it was so hard. We
had the opportunity to learn by
doing as we worked with our
professors," comments Patti. She
particularly remembers two profes-
sors, Dr. Elizabeth Cirino of the
Biology Department, for the diffi-
culty of her class, and Dr. Robert
Daniels in the Burnell School!Art
Department, whom she credits with
fostering a lifelong interest in art.
''I'll match my Bridgewater educa-
tion to anyone's," avers Patti, "it had
breadth and a great deal of depth."
She fondly recalls how her husband,
Development News
Fred Reinstein, an alumnus of the
University of Missouri, would flask
me how I knew certain facts and
how to solve certain problems, and
my response was always 'that's how
we were taught at Bridgewater'."
Happily settled in Beverly Hills,
California, with her husband and
two sons, Michael and David,
Patti decided in 1995 that she
wanted to h0l10r her eastern roots
and the Bridgewater experience that
shaped her life so profoundly. She
and her husband established the
Patricia Ross Reinstein '65 Scholar-
ship at Bridgewater State College to
benefit the education of students
here, with preference given to
students who hail from Patti's
hometown of Quincy. With this
scholarship, Patti is making a
Bridgewater education possible for
students who otherwise might not
be able to matriculate.
Patti has been a member of the
Bridgewater State College Founda-
tion since 1993 and in 1995 was
named the Dr. Adrian Rondileau
Award recipient for "outstanding
professional achievement and
community service." She works
closely with her husband for their
business.
Did You Know?
An annual fund supports a
college's annual operating
expenses. Think of it like a
checking account.
An endowment provides a
permanent source of income for
a college through unrestricted
and restricted funds. Think of it
like a savings account, one in
which the principal is never
touched.





Bridgewater Alumni Association Presents Awards
Six leaders of the Bridgewater community were awarded the following major awards during Alumni Weekend in May. Excerpts
from the presentations appear here. To make nominations for the 1998 awards, please see the front of this magazine.
Brockton YMCA, where she worked
as the assistant director of the
Roosevelt Heights Community
Center. Later, her interest in adven-
ture education brought her to the
Nina is a candidate fer a six-month
visiting professorship at Lincoln
University in New Zealand, to begin
in June 1998.
Nina completed a master's degree in
outdoor recreation and resource
management from the University of
Maryland at College Park in 1992.
She is currently employed as the
assistant director of the Conserva-
tion Career Development Program,
a department within the Student
Conservation Association, where
she provides outdoor education
programs and career services to
people of color and women.
Nina Roberts '83 received the
Catherine E. Comeau Award.
Hale Camping Reservation in
Westwood. She has shared her
commitment to parks and recreation
as a guest lecturer at several Massa-
chusetts colleges and universities,
and received a Distinguished
Service Award from the National
Recreation and Park Association for
her involvement in the Northeast
region.
Marcia is an active participant in the
State's Senior Garnes, recently
winning a silver medal in the shot
put and a bronze in the discus. She
just returned from a trip to Arizona
for the National Garnes were she
qualified for the USA Track and
Field master's program.
Recognition Committee. In addition,
Marcia is a founding member of the
Women's Institute Day Committee,
which brings successful female
graduates back to the college to
share career experiences with
students.
•
Following graduation in 1983, when
she received an undergraduate
degree in physical education with a
concentration in recreation, Nina
Roberts was employed with the
A former educator, Marcia holds
both bachelor's and master's degrees
from Bridgewater. She taught
physical education and health in
Abington for 39 years, spending the
last 19 of her career as director of
health and physical education.
While there she implemented the K-
12 health curriculum and developed
one of the first AIDS education
programs for all grade levels. She
coached various sports for 20 years
including cheerleading, basketball,
field hockey, and softball, and
started the track and field program
at Abington High School.
The Dr. Catherine E.
Comeau Award for Out-
standing Professional








Marcia Crooks has exemplified the
characteristics of leadership
throughout her association with
Bridgewater State College. In any
given week, it is not unusual to see
her - on a daily basis - on
campus. Marcia currently is the
secretary for the Bridgewater
Alumni Association (BAA) and the
Hyannis-Bridgewater Physical
Education Alumni Association,
where she also served as vice
president and president. She is the
co-chair of the 60th anniversary
planning committee for the physical
education major program. Through-
out the years, Marcia has been a
member of several Alumni Associa-
tion committees, including the
Constitution and By-law Committee,
the Class of '55 Reunion Committee,
and the Awards, Scholarship, and
Marcia Crooks '55 was given the
Bridgewater ALumni Association's award for
outstanding service and dedication.
The Bridgewater Alumni
Award for Outstanding
Service on behalf of the
Alumni Association
Marcia Crooks '55
The Award for Exceptional
Dedication to Students
Dolores Introne AuCoin '76
Assistant Director, Affirmative Action
and Minority Affairs
A graduate of the class of 1976 at
Bridgewater State College who went
on to earn a master's degree in 1979
Alumni Update
The Dr. V. James DiNardo Award for Excellence in
Teaching at Bridgewater State College
Dr. Walter M. Hewitson, Professor of Biology
Dr. V. James DiNardo '39, congratulates Walter Hewitson, professor of biology, the 1997
recipient of the award named in Dr. DiNardo's honor. Cynthia Booth Ricciardi '81, center,
BAA presIdent, presented the award.
Dr. Walter Hewitson began his students as "one of the most gifted
academic career in 1958 at his teachers and most caring professors
undergraduate alma mater, Miami I have ever encountered." Students
University, as an instructor of have commented that his ''knowl-
botany. He earned a master's edge, enthusiasm, and affection for
degree in plant anatomy from the subject (of botany) is conta-
Cornell University and a Ph.D. in gious." An avid landscape architect,
plant morphology from Washington Walter not only took part in select-
University before coming to ing, but in planting the bushes and
Bridgewater State College in 1969 as shrubs on campus along Park
an assistant professor of biology. Avenue.
Walter draws upon his rich and A 1987 recipient of the college's
varied experience to make the Distinguished Service Award,
subject come alive for his students. Walter is to be commended for
In his classroom presentations he is following the traditions of teaching
energetic and interesting, reducing excellence at an institution where
the explanations of complicated the standards and expectations are
biological phenomena to concise, of the highest level. We are pleased
accurate pieces of information. In to commemorate his 28th year as an
the words of a student from his educator at Bridgewater State
Wetlands Biology course, "The juice College with this prestigious award.
from Impatiens Capensis stems will
help to relieve poison ivy itch. Will
any of us forget about this plant? I
don't think so!"
Walter became a full professor in
1976, and in 1978, was named
chairman of the Department of
Biological Sciences, a position he
held until 1983. Often a guest
speaker at local garden clubs, Walter
has been remembered by former
in counseling/psychology, Dolores
"Dorie" AuCoin began her career at
her alma mater as the coordinator of
tutorial services in the minority
affairs/ special programs office. With
work focused on academic support
and retention programs, Dorie has
been an integral part of the minority
affairs/affirmative action depart-
ment since graduating from
Bridgewater. During her tenure, she
has made a personal impact on
countless students from disadvan-
taged backgrounds, minority and
bilingual students, adult returning
students, and women. When
nominating her for the award one
student wrote, "She has a gift for
giving advice even when you don't
really know you need it."
Her professional experience in
several aspects of student life,
including program and curriculum
development, advising, and counsel-
ing have made her a respected ally
of students. They have come to
Dorie Introne AuCoin 76 was given the
Dedication to Students Award. Dorie is
assistant director ofaffirmative action and
minority affairs.
count on her support and gentle
guidance. Says one, '1 am lucky to
have known her and been touched
by her goodness."
Recently, the student Afro-American
Society presented her with its
"Unsung Hero" award in apprecia-
tion of her quiet dedication and
commitment to helping students in
their pursuit of excellence. Another
of her students said it best: "There is






to June 30, 1997
Supporting Bridgewater State College's
tradition of educational excellence,
thousands of individuals made gifts to the
college last year. We are pleased to recognize
the importance of their support with this
honor roll of donors.
Alumni, trustees, faculty and staff, friends
of the college and students' families
contributed their time and resources
throughout the year in support of the
college's mission. Our deepest appreciation
goes to those who keep Bridgewater State
College a vital regional resource.
The following pages contain the names of all
those who made gifts to the Bridgewater
State College Foundation and to the
Bridgewater Alumni Association from July 1,
1996, to June 30,1997. Contributions
received after the end of the fiscal year will






The 1997 fiscal year experienced record growth. A very generous corporate gift and matching funds of over
$260,000 generated from the state's Public Higher Education Endowment Incentive Program resulted in gifts
totaling over one million dollars.
New, retrieved (donors returning to the fund) and increased gifts to the Annual Fund totaled over $200,000.
Giving Clubs
Century Club $ 100 - $ 499 *
Donor Honor Roll
Crimson Partners $ 500 - $ 999-
Millennium Society $1,000 - $2,499 t
Golden Benefactor
President's Circle
$2,500 - $4,999 L'1
$5,000 and more·









































Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Booth
John Boucher
Janice Boyar
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Donor Honor Roll
Crimson Partners $ 500 - $ 999-
Millennium Society $1,000 - $2,499 t
Golden Benefactor $2,500 - $4,999 d
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Dr. and Mrs. William Watson




















Golden Benefactor $2,500 - $4,999 d
President's Circle $5,000 and more •
Rosann Mulholland '51
Virginia Olson'47





































































































































Mr. and Mrs. J. Roger Schmiedel
Donor Honor Roll
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Cynthia Ricciardi '81 L\
Paul Means '67*



























Isabelle King '51 t
John Lingost
Diana Lothrop-
Millennium Society $1,000 - $2,499




Bruce Bartlett '68 L\
Charles Christie '54*
James Argir '61 t
John Boucher*
Mary Theresa Cogan '51 •




















Century Club $ 100 - $ 499 ""
Donor Honor Roll
Crimson Partners $ 500 - $ 999-
Millennium Society $1,000 - $2,499 t
Golden Benefactor $2,500 - $4,999 d
President's Circle $5,000 and more •
Alumni Association Directors
Marcia Crooks' 55
Thomas Daley' 51 ""
Maureen Dargon' 87
V. James DiNardo' 39t
Martha Jones '64t
Jill Lazzeri '85
Sheila McKenna I 62""
Louis Ricciardi ' 81 d
Cynthia Ricciardi I 81 d
Pauline Solmonese ' 59
Alice Sullivan I 46""
Alumni Undergraduates By Class Year
1922 Phylis Goodrich"" 1932 Mae Bradbury
Ruth Abbiatti Helen Lombard Dorotha Forsgren Conceda Carr
Ruth Desousa"" Caroline McDonald Sara Lopes Phyllis Chase
1923 Elizabeth McHale"" Grace Parker Raymond Cook""
Evelyn Morse Pauline Nunes Helen Phalen Esther Fickett
Elizabeth Reid Eleanor Peterson Florence Stevens Cheridah Gangone""
Lillian ShapirO Feinberg"" Mary Louise Peterson Anne Sullivan Mary Giberti""
Lora Tuckwell 1929 Marjorie Sullivan Rose Kalman""
Faustina Barrows Mary Tripp Owen Kiernant1924 Bertha Kinsella
Lillian Blumberg Arlene Carlson 1933 Eleanor Meserve
Esther Gizzarelli Marjorie Carlson Ruby Alderman Jeannette Murphy
Amelia Smith LeoChareth Evelyn Carroll"" Bertha Pease
Emily Sylvia Mary Halloran Dorothy Carter Celia Reimels
1925
Helen O'Reilly Helen DeSilvia Dorothy TIldenHelen Powers Mildred Dutton
Marie Donovan Erma Sands Beatrice Fitts Hazel Townsend
Olive Gurney Liane Tousignan Carol Ford Virginia Ward
Louise Howe Marion Worthen"" Phyllis Gould 1936
Mary Kutz"" MarieYerry Dorothy Howland- Barbara Albret""
MaryLuiz 1930 Elaine Hunter Marguerite BoyleMabel Norlander Ethel Burnham Mildred Huntington Alfred CoxLillian Rosst Grace Cooperstein Stella Krupka"" Rita Cushing""Edith Shoolman· Alma Driscoll Eleanor Martin"" Phyllis Esau""Clare Vancini Kathleen Finn Elinor McGee Lawrence Halzel""
1926 Nellie Goddard Mary Ripley Gertrude Hunt
Edna Abbiatti Edna Grant"" Ruth White"" Esther Kiernant
Victoria Martin Helen Howard 1934 Norma Mannion
1927 Enid McGirr Olive Brittan Helen McGovernIda Meade
Doris Annis Marjorie McNally Carolyn Chubbuck John Nolan
Margaret Davis Esther Mesh Chauncey Copeland"" Mary Nolan
Josephine Giberti Julia Twohig Jessie Cummings"" Carol Ogilvie
Milicent Hewitt 1931 Agnes Dixon"" Sylvia Patrick
Caroline Hood Elizabeth Beagan Alice Donahue Anna Perry
Ethyl Low"" Gladys Benson Anna Ginnetty Catherine Reilly
J Adele McLean Mary Breault Doris Harvey Marjory Richardson
Pearl Pettengill Bartholomew Buckley Harriet Helsher Althea Sawyer""
Marjorie Richardson- Elizabeth Copeland"" Ruth Latham Ann Shanahan
Jennie Robinson Mary Grace Cover Loretta McHugh. Mary Stimpson
Dorothy Truesdell Esther Gleason Althea Mock-Prouty Charles Whitcomb-
Olive Whitehead Hazel Gleason"" Esther Nisula
Dena Zimmerman Ruth Howe Ruth Rolin 1937
1928 Alice Norris Earle Sukeforth Marjorie Cassady
Mary Bair"" Doris Nourse
Marcella Teahan Marjorie Cobb
Delia Parker Louise Tosi Marie Farnham""Thelma Brocklehurst Wilma Fitzgerald
Eunice Clark Cecile Plaud 1935 Thelma French""Wilmar Armer""
Donor Honor Roll
Bernice Grimshaw Laura Page Louise Forsyth* Douglas MacDonald
Christie Hayden Meredith Raymond* Eleanor Fulton Evelyn Mangarpan*
Edith Honeth Dorothy Smith Mary Guidoboni* Charles Merrill
Phyllis Horsman Avis Thomas* Francis Guindon Evelyn Parziale*
Marjorie Jackson Jane Ward* Shirley Hadley* Lillian Penan
Virginia Keleher Gertrude Wirling* Jeannette Halloran Charlotte Prochnow
Alma Keliher 1940 Alice Harper Lillian PutnamGeorge Leonard Janice Andrews Elna Helgerson* Loretta RingPhyllis Leonard Irma Dobbyn Winnifred Hodges- Vera RossMarion Lupica* Annette Dowd Mary Hoffman M. Royal*Ruth Metcalf Barbara Egan Rita Kerivan Dorothy Schrader*Lucile Metzger Olive Fisher* Ruth Kumin Marcus SlobinsJoan Parkes Elizabeth Gibson Eileen Laporte* Victor StamsJames Partridge Mary Glidden John Larson John StellaDoris Ricker Laura Grota Charlotte Lowe Emily Tobin-Helen Robertson* Eleanor Mathes LinneaMaki Catherine WhiteElizabeth Schreiner Geraldine Keenan Ina Marland Ann WinsorAnna Shaff Martin Killory* Lucille Marvill Gloria ZemanElisabeth Small Rose Laliberty* Mary McAvoy 1943Florence Thayer ~ Eleanor Leary* Mary Merlett Grace Arnstein*Louise Tweedy Margaret McCarthy Edna Mills Antoinette BorrelliLawrence Westgate Gladys Moore Florence Mae Ovaska Marion BothwellLena Westgate Vernon Nickerson Norma Pinkerton Florence Brower*Phyllis Whitcomb- Winifred Parks Joseph Plouffe Helen Chase*
•
1938 Jean Patenaude Mary Plouffe Serena Clary*
Dorothy Bennett Harriette Peterson Amelia Sperry Eleanor Crabill
Sylvia Bjornholm Elizabeth Pierce Dorothy Staknis Ellen Dirning
Rita Bleakney Barbara Poe'Sepp Phyllis Thompson Edna Dolber
Alice Bogosian Constance Quigley 1942 Patricia DuBois
Lucille Chemack Margaret Reed Ethel Adamson* Mary Dunbrack
Magda Fiorini Genevieve Regan Eileen Atwood Richard Durnin
SylVia Fleisch Helen Ryan* Sylvia Bailet* Eleanor Enos
Elizabeth Gurney* Mary Ryan* Edward Barry Harriet Gilbert
June Hall Eileen Sanford Harriet Blanchard Doris Grindle
Maryrose Larkin Robert Shnitzler Helen Boyajian Luella Hartbower
AlmaNye Marjorie Skahill Margaret Burns- Sylvia KaUer
Anna O'Brien* William Skulley* Virginia Bums Clare Kenslea
Mabel Reinerio Henry Spatz Barbara Canavan Magda Larson
Margaret Szupillo* Janice Sprogell Juliet Carlson Lois Lopes
Katharine Uppling Alba Thompson Catherine Centner* Virginia Mayo*
Althea Weldon John Tobin- Priscilla Christopher Elaine Mazgelis
1939 Sr. Francis Trojano Phyllis Cohen Katherine McCarthy
Mary Barrett* John Tyndall Phyllis Collins Barbara Newhall
Elizabeth Brady* Margaret Wellington Marguerite Condon James Nolan
Judith Carlsont Elisabeth Wildes Florence Connors Madeleine Nolan
Rose Coveney* 1941 Loretta Dexter Joseph O'Donnell*
Mary Daly Marguerite Asci Esther Ernst* Helen Pratt
Louise Deam Melvin Backman* Katharine Gilbride Lois Shea
V. James DiNardot Henry Barber Wallace Goldstein Amy Spollett*
HarryDunn Eileen Bigoness Ruth Herford* Priscilla Sweet
Clara Friedman Carey Brush Gertrude Horsley Winifred Troy*
Marjorie Hall Malvena Cangiano Phyllis Keith Rheta Tuttle
Bettina Hiltbold Madelyn Clancy Ursula Kelley Margaret Zaniboni
Mary Jarvis* Doris Clifford Margaret Kirkpatrick 1944
Helen Lahey Betty Edgar* Mary Kjellander Virginia Alden
Andrew Mason* William Edgar* Edna Lincoln Margaret Austin*
Ruth McGhee* Ellen Fahey Gloria Lofgren Earle Bagnall
I AltlrollSIr ,(1C llin'c tilkcn srmt Cl7rc to clrcck tlrc Ili111ICS /istcd, no SIICIr list Cl7n be perfect. If ,(1e 11I7('e inild,lcrtcntly olllittcd or
1111"IJCllcd YOllr IlillllC, ,(1C apolosi:c. P/mse let liS kll(J((1 so tlrilt WC Cl711 lIlilkc tire IICCCSsarI/ corrcctiolls to 0111' records.
Corrcctions ,(1iIlIJC p"b/i.,lred in tire nelt Bridscwilter lIlilSil:inc.
Giving Clubs
Century Club $ 100 - $ 499 *
Donor Honor Roll
Crimson Partners $ 500 - $ 999-
Millennium Society $1,000 - $2,499 t
Golden Benefactor
President's Circle
$2,500 - $4,999 ~
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Joan Reed Nancy Roberts Rebecca Mauch Marietta Gardula
Marcel Richard Carol Roht John Mollica Peter Giannaros
Carolyn Ryan Robert Rosenblatt Marilyn Monroe Judith Handley
Cynthia Serbent* James Ruffini* Kathryn Moyes Rosemarie Hoyle
John Sheehan Rayna Skolnik Peter Noyes Marcia Hoyt*
Joan Smiley Donald Smith Robert O'Keefe Cynthia Huddy
Nancy Smith Pauline Solmonese Marie Palmeri Sylvia Kalambokas
Thomas Smith Arthur Souza* Maureen Paulhus Jane Karlson
Carole Splaine David Stephansky Lorraine Pratt Jean Kass
Barbara Strickland* Florence Sullivan Elinor Putnam June Kiley·
Joan Sullivan* Joan Sullivan Katherine Reddy Donna Kinney*
Joan Sullivan Jacqueline Swanson Madeline Reilly Linda Lehrbach
Ann Teixeira* Kay Swanson Ruth Schuttauf Muriel Levesque
Elizabeth Tormey Edmund Teixeira* Gerald Shea* Ann Ludeking
John Tripp* Ann Tosi Margaret Silva Ann Lundstedt*
Brenda VanDeusen Nancy Wilson Joseph Simas Jane Maguire
Gerald Wentzell Alan Wonson David Sousa* Louise Moline
1959 1960 Rose Souza* .Richard Mooers
Charlotte Alves Karen Alberti June Stonkus Kathleen Morella
Gloria Andrade Bette Andre Rita Sukola* John Morgan
Lorraine Bailey Emily Andrews David Sylvester Priscilla Morrison*
Mildred Berkowitz Nancy Arns Judith Tassinari Frances Murphy
Patricia Boland Gordon Bates Joyce Taylor* Barbara Nagle
Diane Bridgwood Roland Bernardo Fred Toran Walter Nagle
William Bruno* Rosemary Bernstont Mary Jane Walsh Frederick Newton
•
Rose Burgos Ann Callahan Richard Watts Barbara Oliver
Edward Cabral Joseph Cambra Martha Webb Priscilla Orcutt
Ernest Cardoza* Lavinia Connors Clifford Wood Margaret Pelletier
Mary Lou Carroll* GraceCrovi Electra Xiarchos Margaret Phillips
Pauline Cleary Joan Daley Sonia Zorabedian* Bernard Powers
Alfred Closuit Barbara Davol 1961 Timothy Rioux
William Croke Claudette Desilets Lucile Akers Sheila Rosenblatt
Jeanne Dawe Alice Dooley James Argirt Nancy Ruffini*
Margaret Demone Janice Farrell Robert Arnold Marcia Salmon
Muriel Dextradeur Janice Fernald Mary Babaian Joan Shipman*
Janet Dimattia John Ferreira F Bartlett Barbara Smith
Carol Dutton Hoole Joanne Fullerton Roland Boulay Nancy Stairs
Paul Giberti* Robert Gardula Robert Brooks* Sharon Stone
Dorothy Goldberg* Felix Giardina Arlene Brown John Sweeney*
Carroll Jeppson* Sheila Giardina Cynthia Buscone* Charlotte Sylvia
Noreen Kilbridge June Gould Marjorie Cadoret Claire ThibodeauEsther TuckerPaula Lantz Patricia Gutauskas Robert Champlin Charlene TylerPaul Linehan Anna Hall Doris Clarkin
John Lombard Sheila Henaghan Beatrice Clem Neal WallCorinne WeaverRichard Lombardi* Mary Higgins Fermental Paula Clinton Evelyn WonsonLeon Long Virginia Hogg* Jane Creedon*
Alice Mattson Stephen Howes Patricia Davis 1962
Elaine Melisi Richard Januse Rochelle DeCaro* Stephen Almeidat
Jane Melvin Sandra Jardin Cynthia Dillon Jane Antolini
Carolyn Millard Lenox Karner* Mary DiPerna Lana Argirt
Gordon Mitchell June Kelley Robert Dorsey Jo-Anne Baril
Sylvia Moreland Mary Kelter Mary Dowd Judith Barnaba
Annette Mullis A.Ellen Lane Priscilla Fiore Cynthia Bessette
Jean Nordbeck Conrad Levesque Nancy Flynn- Mary Bissonnette
Jean O'Brien Robert Locatelli Peter Flynn- Thomas Bleakney
Frances Peters Darrell Lund* Florence Foley E Brewer
Jane Powers Mary Mahan* Marcia Foucart Janet Cahill
AltllOlIgh we 11I1<'e takell grCllt CIIre to check the IWllles listed, 110 slIch list CtJIl be perfect. If we IwZ'e iJ/(uh'ertelltly olllitted or
I1l1sspdled YOllr lilli/Ie, we apologize. PIl'l7se let liS kllow so that we CtJlllllake the Ilecessary correctiolls to 0111' records.
Correctiolls will he pllhlished ill the Ilext Bridgewater Illagazille.
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This is an exciting time for Bridgewater State College and for southeastern
Massachusetts. On campus, important developments have taken place that en-
hance our ability to serve the educational, economic and cultural needs of this
region, while in the region itself the population is growing and the economy is
robust.
The college has been a vital part of southeastern Massachusetts for 157 years,
and an important lesson we have learned is that conditions are always changing.
The needs of both the college and the region today are different from what they
were before and different from what they will be in the future. In this annual report,
my objective is to share with you a sense of where the college is right now, the
recent accomplishments of BSC people, and what measures we are taking to
prepare the college to meet the needs of southeastern Massachusetts, and the
entire Commonwealth, now and in the years to come.
One thing is certain: the need for educated citizens is growing dramatically. That
fundamental premise drives all of our efforts at Bridgewater. Much has been
achieved in positioning the college to meet fully that responsibility, and credit for that
belongs to the entire Bridgewater family - students, faculty and staff, trustees,
alumni and parents. These are the people who believe in the college's mission and
work tirelessly on its behalf. My thanks and gratitude to all of you who are helping to





Bridgewater State College opened its doors to 28
students on September 9, 1840. In the 157 years that
have since passed, Bridgewater has grown into a
comprehensive regional college offering more than
100 undergraduate and graduate liberal arts and
professional degree programs. Here is a profile of
key statistics*:
*Data through July, 1997
Students
• More than 7,000 undergraduate students and
1,400 graduate students are enrolled at
Bridgewater.
• Approximately 5,600 are full-time students and
2,800 are part-time students.
• Resident students number nearly 2,000.
• Minority students comprise 8 percent of the total
student body, and in recent years efforts to recruit
greater numbers of students of color have been
successful to the point that 10 percent of the first-
time, full-time freshman class students are in this
category.
Faculty and Staff
• There are 260 full-time faculty at the college, more
than 80 percent of whom hold the doctorate or the
highest professional degrees.
• Full-time employees number approximately 700
people.
The Campus
• There are 29 academic and residential buildings









• Total land area includes 240 acres. More than 40
acres have been purchased in recent years,
assuring the college's physical growth needs well
into the next century.
• There are eight residence halls.
• The John Joseph Moakley Center for Technologi-
cal Applications - one of the nation's finest and
most up-to-date educational technology facilities
- opened in September, 1995, and is the hub of
the college's expanding use of technology in
teaching and learning.
• Alumni Park, a new baseball and softball com-
plex, was opened for use in the 1996-1997
academic year. The park was built through a
partnership between the college and the
Bridgewater State College Foundation. Adjacent
fields for soccer and field hockey have all been
refurbished by the college in recent years.
Together they form an outstanding outdoor
athletic complex.
New scoreboard at Alumni Park baseball/softball complex
Our Campus as Community-
New People, New Programs
One of Bridgwater's strongest attributes and most
valued assets is the sense of community which exists
among students, faculty and staff, alumni, parents
and friends. The process of building and strengthen-
ing that community is ongoing. Selected highlights
and examples from the past academic year include:
• Assistant to the President for Affirmative
Action and Minority Affairs Appointed: Dr. Alan
Comedy, the new assistant to the president for
affirmative action and minority affairs, joined the staff
on February 1, 1997.
• Campus Climate Action Group: A collaboration
among faculty, staff and students, the Campus
Climate Action group was established to help pro-
mote understanding of differences and appreciation
of diversity among members of the campus commu-
nity, and to facilitate the development of an open,
welcoming and supportive environment on campus.
Professor John Heller, Department of Art, is the creator of
the 25-year service medallion
• Honoring 25 Years or More of Service: At
Convocation 1996, a new tradition was inaugurated
by President Tinsley as more than 90 faculty and
administrators who had completed 25 or more years
of service to Bridgewater received handsome silver
medallions crafted by Professor John Heller of the
Department of Art.
• Tenth Annual Hall of Black Achievement
Celebration: More than 350 people were in atten-
dance at the Sheraton Hotel in Boston to help
5
Former HOBA Chair Carl Cruz presents plaque to Ms.
Gail Snowden, 1997 Mary Hudson Onley Award recipient
celebrate the tenth anniversary of the founding of the
Hall of Black Achievement at Bridgewater State
College.
• Recognizing Academic Excellence: Two new
traditions were inaugurated during the 1996-1997
academic year to recognize outstanding academic
achievement:
1. The "Awards in Excellence Program" was
begun to honor students who were Freshmen Dean's
List students, McNair Scholars, ROSE Scholars, and
Who's Who recipients.
2. At Spring Commencement, 1997, each
student who graduated with academic honors wore a
distinctive color honors cord denoting his or her
achievements.
• Retirees honored in May: The second annual
retirement dinner for faculty and staff was held in
May and 18 members of our community were
honored for their service to the college.
Serving Southeastern
Massachusetts
Bridgewater is the oldest permanently located
public college or university in Massachusetts. The
college values its connections to the schools, busi-
nesses, and public and private agencies and organi-
zations which are helping the region to prosper. In
1996-1997, we initiated a number of new programs
to serve southeastern Massachusetts:
• Institute for Regional Development: Dr. Victor
DeSantis of the Department of Political Science is the
coordinator of this new resource which opened in
September, 1996. The Institute represents point-of-
entry for the connections we already have - and the
connections we anticipate developing - with people,
schools, organizations, agencies, and businesses
that are part of this region. The Institute also spon-
sors the Center for Legislative Studies, headed by
Dr. George Serra of the Department of Political
Science, and the Center for Public School Leader-
ship, headed by Dr. Carl Smith of the Department of
Early Childhood and Elementary Education.
• Southeastern Massachusetts Economic
Development Forums: Two major conferences on
economic development in the region were hosted at
Bridgewater in the spring, 1997, by the Southeast-
ern Massachusetts Legislative Caucus, co-chaired






The first conference, in March, focused on progress
made over the last three years on the "Agenda for
Southeastern Massachusetts," a set of goals and
objectives established when the caucus met at
Bridgewater in May, 1994. U.S. Congressman
Barney Frank was among the participants.
6
The second conference, in June, focused on setting
new goals and objectives for the region. Both
conferences were well attended by legislators,
business and education leaders, and public officials
from a number of regional agencies.
• Political debates at SSC: In cooperation with
the region's major daily newspaper, The Enterprise,
the college sponsored two political debates last fall at










Frank spoke at debate
President Tinsley with Dr. Anthony Cicerone
featured Plymouth County District Attorney Michael
Sullivan and his challenger, John Buckley.
• SSC Receives "Spirit of Cooperation" Award:
In fall, 1996, the Bristol County Convention Visitors'
Bureau awarded its "Spirit of Cooperation" to the
college's Southeastern Massachusetts Atlantic
Canada Association (SEMACA). Founded in 1993 by
Professor Anthony Cicerone of the Department of
Economics, SEMACA provides elected officials and
business leaders from southeastern Massachusetts
and Atlantic Canada cities the opportunity to meet
and explore business opportunities.
Academic Highlights
A number of initiatives were undertaken during
the 1996-1997 academic year to help the college
strengthen and expand academic programs and
services:
• School of Management and Aviation Sci-
ence Established: The Board of Trustees, on
September 26, 1996, accepted the recommenda-
tion that a School of Management and Aviation
Science be established, effective with the opening
of the 1997-1998 academic year. The School of
Arts and Sciences and the School of Education and
Allied Studies had been established four years
earlier. In January, 1997, the Department of
Management Science and Aviation Science was
separated into three academic departments:
Management Science, Finance and Accounting,
and Aviation Science.
• New Faculty Appointed: 32 new faculty
members were appointed for the 1997-1998
academic year, 21 to tenure-track positions,
including 14 faculty in the School of Arts and
Sciences, 6 in the School of Education and Allied
Studies and 1 in the new School of Management
and Aviation Science.
• Master of Public Administration Program:
The college's new MPA program admitted its first
class of 10 students in September, 1996. The first
graduating class is expected in May, 1998.
• Grants for Educational Reform: During the
1996-1997 academic year the college continued to
secure grants for educational reform initiatives. A
grant for $280,000 for mathematics and science
education was received to support the activities of
the PALMS (Partnerships Advancing the Learning
of Mathematics and Science) collaborative, a
partnership between the college and K-12 schools
in southeastern Massachusetts.
• Teacher Technology Center Established:
The college received a $187,000 grant from the
Massachusetts Board of Higher Education to
establish the Teacher Technology Center in the
Moakley Center, which opened in the summer of
1997. The center provides technologies, support
services, and a location for pre-service and in-
service P-12 teachers and college faculty to
preview, test, design and develop multimedia
instructional materials.
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RiverNet Watershed Access Laboratory and Teacher
Development Center
• Dr. Kerry Kerber Appointed Dean of Continu-
ing Education: Dr. Kerry Kerber was appointed
dean of continuing education and joined the staff on
August 1, 1997. As dean, he will lead the effort to
extend the college's outreach to the greater south-
eastern Massachusetts community through ex-
panded offerings of credit and non-credit educational
opportunities. Dr. Kerber was most recently assistant
dean for public service and outreach at Western
Illinois University.
• Dr. Howard London, Dean of Arts and Sci-
ences: In June, 1996, the Trustees appointed Dr.
Howard London dean of the School of Arts and
Sciences. Dr. London has been a member of the
college faculty for twenty years and is the recipient of
a major Ford Foundation grant.
• Dr. Laurence Richards Appointed Dean,
School of Management and Aviation Science: Dr.
Laurence Richards, the founding dean of the School
of Management and Aviation Science, joined the staff
on July 1, 1997. Dr. Richards comes to Bridgewater
from the position of chair of the department of
engineering management at Old Dominion University
in Virginia.
• Dr. Mary Lou Thornburg Appointed Acting
Dean, School of Education and Allied Studies:
Effective July 1, 1997, Dr. Mary Lou Thornburg was
appointed acting dean of the School of Education and
Allied Studies while a national search is conducted
for that position. Dr. Thornburg served for more than
thirty years as a member of the college faculty.
• Dr. Frances Jeffries Appointed Director of
Grants and Sponsored Projects: Effective August
1, 1997, Dr. Frances Jeffries began her duties as
director of grants and sponsored projects. Dr. Jeffries
came to Bridgewater from the California State
University at Stanislaus.
• Dr. George Weygand Named "Science Educa-
tor of the Year": Dr. George Weygand of the
Department of Physics was named the state's
"Science Educator of the Year" by the Massachusetts
Association of Science Teachers. Dr. Weygand has
been a member of the college's faculty for nearly forty
years.
• RiverNet Watershed Access Laboratory and
Teacher Development Center Established: On
March 3, 1997, U.S. Congressman Joseph Moakley
was present for the unveiling of the new RiverNet
Watershed Access Laboratory and Teacher Develop-
ment Center, which is housed in the John Joseph
Moakley Center for Technological Applications.
Through this resource, teachers from school districts
throughout southeastern Massachusetts will receive
training in current technologies used to study water
quality. Dr. Kevin Curry of the Department of Biologi-
cal Sciences submitted a proposal which resulted in
a $100,000 grant from the Raytheon Company for
this program.
• Center for Advancement of Research and
. Teaching (C.A.R.T.): CART continues to be a
resource for faculty and librarians, sponsoring grants
and promoting discussion of issues related to
teaching and learning. Last year, approximately 60
faculty received CART grants for scholarly study,
and in May, 1997, CART sponsored a major
conference entitled, "A Celebration of Teaching,
Research and Technology."
• Academic Achievement Center: The college
approved the framework for the reorganization of the
current Advising Center into an Academic Achieve-
ment Center at Bridgewater. Planning continues and
a national search for a director will be conducted in
the 1997-1998 academic year.
Technology: A Key Component of Bridgewater's Future
The opening of the John Joseph Moakley
Center for Technological Applications in 1995 and
the subsequent networking of all academic buildings
and student residence halls for voice, video and
data transmission have given Bridgewater an
extremely strong technology base. Faculty, staff and
student use of the co)lege's technology resources is
continually expanding, and the impact of those
resources to enhance teaching, learning and
communication within the community grows ever
more significant. The following developments
occurred in 1996-1997:
• Chief Information Officer Appointed: Mr. Bill
Davis was appointed chief information officer after a
national search and began his duties on March 1,
1997. Mr. Davis came to Bridgewater from the State
University of New York, College at Geneseo.
• Technology Resources: More than 1,200
computers were in place and operational during the
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1996-1997 academic year. The college has twelve
multimedia-ready classrooms.
• College Web Site: The college's page on the
World Wide Web went on-line in September, 1996.
Visit us at www.bridgew.edu to learn the latest news
of activities and events at the college.
• Fiber-Optic Cable: A fiber-optic link has been
installed by the MBTA for the college from the
campus to Boston. This enables BSC to have a direct
fiber link to Boston and ultimately to institutions,
schools, and organizations throughout the country.
• President Tinsley Appointed to Technology
Boards: President Tinsley was appointed by Gover-
nor Weld as the public higher education representa-
tive to the Massachusetts Technology Collaborative.
She also works with the New England Board of
Higher Education on its initiatives in telecommunica-




• Almost 60 percent of our undergraduate students
(4,481) received financial aid in 1996-1997.
• Total aid from all sources - scholarships and
grants, loans and work study - amounted to
$19.6 million dollars, an increase of $1 million
over the previous academic year.
• During the last five years, the percentage of aid in
the form of loans has increased from 44 percent
to 63 percent.
• Loan volume has increased by 150 percent during
the past five years. Borrowing by students has
more than doubled, while the volume of non-need
based loans has tripled.
• CareerNet Successful: The Career Services
Office, in cooperation with the Alumni Office, has
enlisted the cooperation of 600 alumni who help
Bridgewater students explore career options.
• Office of Multicultural Affairs: In 1996 the
Office of Multicultural Affairs was established to
develop programs of interest to students from diverse
ethnic and racial backgrounds and the community at
large. The office also provides academic advising and
leadership training for the students who are members
of the African-American Society, the Cape Verdean
Student Association and La Sociedad Latina.
• LEAD Program: Established as a collaboration
with the Brockton Public Schools and sponsored by a
grant from the Massachusetts Educational Opportu-
nity Program, LEAD provides high school students
with academic year and summer enrichment pro-
grams, giving priority to students of color.
• Mentors in Violence Program: A project
designed to make "a positive change in the way that
men view violence toward women" has been initiated
at Bridgewater. "Mentors in Violence" enlists college
student athletes in a coordinated effort to increase
rape awareness and reduce sexual violence against
women. Staff in the college's counseling center and
athletics department are responsible for the new
program.
• Student Services Summit Held at BSC: The
Massachusetts Board of Higher Education chose
Bridgewater as the site for its Student Services
Summit in March, 1997. More than 250 administra-
tors and students from 13 campuses of the Massa-
chusetts public higher education system attended
workshops on improving services to students.
• Dr. Lynn Willett Elected President of National
Student Affairs Organization: Dr. Lynn Willett, vice
president for student affairs, was elected president of
the American College Personnel Association. She
was installed as president at the association's annual
national convention held in Chicago. The organiza-
tion includes more than 7,000 members.
Bears' varsity baseball team competed in College World Series
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• Baseball Team in
College World Series:
BSC's varsity baseball team
finished the 1997 season
with 29 wins, 11 losses, and
1 tie mark, and the team
won both the Massachu-
setts State College Athletic
Conference Championship
and the Mid-Atlantic Re-
gional Championship. For
the second year in a row,
the team was invited to play
in the Division III NCAA
College World Series in
Salem, Virginia. The
Bridgewater team finished
eighth in the nation.
Financial Data
The college's operating budget has seen a steady
increase in recent years. For example, FY 1997 saw
an increase in state appropriations from the previous
fiscal year of approximately $1.6 million, while total
revenues from all sources increased by $2.3 million.
Bridgewater State College's unadjusted rev-
enues and expenditures for the 1996-1997 academic







Private Grants & Gifts
$440,391 Auxiliary Enterprises $7,772,485















In addition to regular construction and mainte-
nance projects, the coming of the MBTA to
Bridgewater - with the train station for Bridgewater
located in the heart of the campus - has resulted in
major changes to the physical plant. Among the most
significant developments in the facilities area:
• Footbridge Goes; Passageway Built: In June,
1997, the footbridge over the railroad tracks which
separate east and west campus was removed, and a
pedestrian passageway was completed in July. This
million dollar renovation funded by the MBTA means
the two halves of the campus are connected for the
first time in the college's history.
• New Parking Lot, Great Hill Drive: The MBTA
completed a new parking lot on Spring Street to
accommodate 560 cars and a new access road to
the Great Hill parking lot opened this fall, providing
entrance and exit to Route 104.
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The MBTA constructed this underpass which now connects
two sides of the campus for first time in the college history
• Boyden Hall Tower Repaired: The college's
most recognizable symbol - the bell tower atop
Boyden Hall - was removed prior to 1997 Com-
mencement, repaired and reinstalled in July, 1997.
• Elevator Installed: An elevator was installed in









D Restricted AnnualGifts $119,258
• Annual Giving: Last year was an extraordinary
year for gifts to Bridgewater. Unrestricted annual
giving reached $317,426 while another $165,215
came in from restricted and endowed gifts. Special
corporate gifts brought total giving for the year to
$882,651. In addition, the college qualified for more
than $260,000 in state matching funds (see chart).
Total gift income for the year exceeded one million
dollars, the highest single year total in the college's
history.
• Public Higher Education Endowment Incentive
Program: The state legislature authorized this
program to help provide incentives to encourage
private giving to its public colleges and universities.
Through a match of one dollar for every two dollars in
private donations, Bridgewater received more than
$260,000 through this program. The matching pro-
gram has been continued in 1997-1998.
• Other Gifts to the College: Bequests and life
income gifts are increasingly important to the college.







In this economic climate, where private funds must
provide the 'margin for excellence' for public colleges
and universities as they traditionally have for private
institutions, building the college's Annual Fund and
its endowment are crucial. Key developments
include:
Mr. Eugene Durgin, chairman, college's Board of Trustees, at podium and Mr. Louis Ricciardi, '81, chairman, Bridgewater
State College Foundation, right, prepare to present a silver bowl to Mr. Robert McWade, vice president of Raytheon
Company, in appreciation for $100,000 grant.
• Chairmen's Dinner: The fourth annual Chairmen's Dinner was held on May 3, 1997, co-hosted by Mr.
Eugene Durgin, chairman of the college's Board of Trustees, and Mr. Louis Ricciardi, '81, chairman of the
Bridgewater State College Foundation. Raytheon Company was honored for its $100,000 support of the
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Graduate Alumni By Class Year
1949 Alphee Laflamme John Newell 1963
Daniel Flanagan John Maloney* Myrtle Simas Rose Bolen
Maurice Rucker Robert Murray* Edward Tynan Frances Guay
1952 1958 1961 Mary Hathaway
Robert Danstedt Neil Fitzgerald Joseph Ambers
Frank Jardin
Doris Tomlinson Donald Hurford Henry Fanning*
Margaret Keohane*
Carolyn Kingsbury Bernice Hoffman Mason Kingsbury1953 Anthony Minnichelli Robert Leavens James O'Donnell
Helen Brady Ellen Rucker John Liberman 1964
1954 1959 Alan Lindsay Susie Bates
Albert Boucher K. Virginia Adams Margaret Phinney Dorothy Bonnar
Mary Carvalho Eugene Franciosi* Priscilla Wilkins Louis Falcone
Sophie Gianninoto Francis Gunville 1962 Mary Fuller
Robert Quegan Nelson Rebello Leonard Alves Frances Lasalle
1955 Jacob Rennert Raymond Gadaire 1965
Manuel Cabral Virginia Wessing Richard Gamble* Hope Atkinson
1956 Isabelle Wojnar* John Garrigan Gail Barry
Guy D'Amelio
Marilyn Woodworth Carol Kenney Louis Bitar
1960 George Litzen Jeanne BonneauVincent Hagerty
Albert Andrews Dorothy Lopes John CummingsJohn Holt
Ethel Berman Michael Sansone Robert FariaMaryan Nowak
Donald Burling George Shediack Sandra GrybauskasAlden Taylor
Anthony DeLeo Richard Smith Anthony Gulinello1957 David Harvey Roberta Smith-Sullivan James Harrington
Bessie Aronson Marion Kent Edwin Weaver Peter HustonCharles Kent Patricia Lincoln John Kiley
Crimson Partners $ 500 - $ 999-
Millennium Society $1,000 - $2,499 t
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Giving Clubs
Century Club $ 100 - $ 499 *
Donor Honor Roll
Crimson Partners $ 500 - $ 999-
Millennium Society $1,000 - $2,499 t
Golden Benefactor
President's Circle
$2,500 - $4,999 ~
$5,000 and more •
Patricia Martin Martin Hailley Patricia Munro Mary Dire
David Matthews Thomas Hoye Pauline Nadeau Edward Fopiano
Kenneth Peirce Gertrude McFarland- Marie Rasche Robert Francis
Louis Peterst Martenson Maureen Rugo Christine Gibney
1966 Muriel Quaglieri Stanley Saladyga Pamela Hill
Ramona Adler Annis Remsen Judith Souza A.Diane Moran
Gerald Beals Paul Seeley Sandra Souza Ann-Marie Reed
Rebecca Center Marcia Stevens Joseph Ventura* Joanne Russell
Elizabeth Cole Madeline Tisch Glenn Ward Harvey Varnet
Constance Gaboury Susan Trafton Laura Yuille 1978
Glynn Meggison 1972 1975 Marjorie Bishop
Elizabeth Nale Robert Chisholm Grace Bednarz Patricia Carlson
Mary Plemmons Mildred Clifford Cinderella Berry Charles Cummings
Edna Rebello Margaret Cotter Virginia Burbine Anna Davis
Dorothy Reynolds Winifred Frongillo Edward Connolly* Claude Desilva
Scoba Rhodes Betty Gilson John Ghublikian Pamela Elliott
Gordon Ross Jacqueline Hansen Donna Lima Lillian Juzukonis
Rena Shea Frederic Hemmila Trudy Miller Barbara Kelly
1967 David Jakub Robert Putnam Janice King
Sheila Agranat Celeste Jones Ellen Quinn Ann MoranJoan McDermott Pamela Ritch Maureen WattersGail Brookings Robert Powers Jeffrey Shindell Patricia ZifcakBasil Cronin Leslye Ribeiro Richard StaitiRichard Lizotte 1979
Laura McLeod Robert Schuman Deborah Tuck Doris BallantineRichard Teto 1976 Robert Bradley1968
Gerald Allman 1973 Peter Avitabile Candace Gabbard
Arvid Anderson Priscilla Belcher Bernard Bendiksen Lou Gorman*
Thomas Clegg Ann Childs Barbara Campbell Mrs Mary Long
Arthur Ferreira Pauline Donoghue Joseph Capone Kathleen MacDonald
Paul Gaines Richard Donovan Robert Doyle* Mary Slawson
Wayne Karlson Michael Fitzgerald Clara Ferguson Robert Slawson
Richard Long Richard Giordano Robert Foster Carolyn Speeckaert
Walter MacDonald Barbara Hadsell Patricia Hager Dorothy SweeneyWilliam Hanna John Harty Kristine Tempinski
1969 Stella HuH Elizabeth Lamphier Robert Warren
Carolyn Johansson Warren Kelson Donna Lumpkin AnneWass
Harold Lundberg Joan Keogh Charles Martin Phyllis Whitehead
Gloria Moran Jean Larkin John Magner Jr 1980Wesley Shaw Dolores McLaughlin* Elvoid Mayers Glen AndersonRoger Smith Priscilla Miles ~ Kenneth Moore Ray Bowman
1970 Richard Thome Kathleen Somerville Carole Clough
Herbert Aalpoel Raymond Tropea Joseph Sullivan Sally Ann Colarusso
John Aylmer* 1974 James Sweeney Kathryn Cornell Nadeau
Anthony Dire Claire Amiot Geraldine Walsh Bernard Dupuis
Carol Karafotis Betty Chelmow 1977 Joyce Francis
Gloria Morrissette Cornelius Coakley Melissa Baron-eyr Robert Costa
Mary Siemers Judith Corayer Donald Bernier Linda Joy
1971 RenaCyr Margaret Broughton Joseph Leary
Mary Brown Linda Flynn Kenneth Brown* Celeste Malinowski
Ruth Danforth Thomas Frizzell Carol Burton Susan Rooney
Robert Foster Charlotte Gilmore AnnCussen Marian SpencerDorothy Hoult Gordon Waring
AlthO/lSl1 ,('C IlIli'C tllkcl1 srCt7t CI1rc to chcck the 11I1111eS listed, 110 s/lclilist CI111 he perfect. It ,('e hm'e il1l1d,'ertClltllj O/l1/tled or
lI11sspelled 1j011r 1111111e, ,('e IIpologl:e. IJlmse let /IS kl1m(' so thllt ,('e CI111 1Ililke tlie I/ecessllry correctiol1~ to 0111' record,.
Correctiol1s ,('ill he p/lNi'lied 11/ the l1ett Bridseil'lIter II Iilgll:il1e.
1981 Karen Danielson James Holzman Elizabeth Melo
Patricia Baylor Nancy Flynn Natalie May Karen Mitchell
Mary Boucher Marie Mailey Karen McCabet Mary Olson
Edward Cunningham Arthur Slotnick* Diana McGee Sally Orcutt
Jane Gadaire 1986 Mary Ann McKinnon Jonathan PassSusan Gallitano Diane Hart Suzanne Payne Alan PeabodyHenry Lamb David Pepin" Ruth Perrone
Susan O'Connell 1987 Kathleen Sears Barbara Pierce
Lois Scammon Nancy Clarkt Susan St. Germain MauraPower
Maureen Thayer Patricia Dexter Dawn Sullivan Shelly Price
1982 Carol Donovan Linda Sullivan Gail Silva
Susan Abendroth Mildred Digiovanni Elizabeth Wood Andrea Trasher
Dennis Azevedo Margaret Fraser 1992 Barbara Turley
Kathleen Bernier Donna Higgins Edwin Andersen Stephen Waisgerber
Marcia Boyer Carol Lucas John Bums Susan Williamson
Susan Bulis Jeanne MacEachern Barbara Carvalho 1995
Nancy Guilford Margaret O'Neill Patricia Hamm John Budron*Thomas PileskiGeorge Gurley Kathleen Rudnicki Nancy Pearson Richard CoombsLeona llowitz Ragen Tiliakos Ellen Rooney Mary HardingElise Marvelle Joyce Sullivan Daniel Kennedy
Candyce Moore-Walters 1988 1993 Jeanne Kurrle
Barbara St Laurent Judith Bradley Donna Holt Jason QuaShirley Wells Patricia Costa Carolyn McSweeney 1996Mary Worden" Cynthia Harlow Robin Steele Christopher AndersenDenise Lamoureux1983 Veronica Maher 1994 Karen BresnahanBarbara Birdsey John Murphyt Megan Buckley Vrrginia Cutler
ellie Campbell Linda Nanos Kristin Cabral Elizabeth DaigleDiane Finn Joyce Wallace Rita Conley Melanie DolloffHelen Hassey Mary Guyther
Connie Keating 1990 Lori Damphousse Jane JezardAlice DermarkarianDonna McKenna Jeanne Bonneau Ann Doyle Kimberly LeblancKaren Smith Elaine Bowman Jennifer Gady Jill Levesque
1984 William Deasy Virginia Gifford Marie Martin-FluetDonna Fernandes Susan MasuretEleanor Gilmore Rosemary Moreau Maria Grande-Conley Cynthia McNallyJudith Jackson Carole Hanrihan
A Peel Rosina Robinson" Maria Harvey Pamela PalumboLinda Sands1985 1991 Pamela Jacques Mary SvenningMichael Carbone Linda KnowlesMary Eliz Butler-Minor Robyn Derito Kathleen Little Dongxue ZhengPaul D'Angelo
Giving Clubs
Century Club $ 100 - $ 499 *
Donor Honor Roll
Crimson Partners $ 500 - $ 999-
Millennium Society $1,000 - $2,499 t
Parents
Golden Benefactor $2,500 - $4,999 ~
President's Circle $5,000 and more •
.'
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Albertine
Susan Alexson









Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Bernier
Douglas Black
Anne Blasi
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Giving Clubs
Century Club $ 100 - $ 499"
Donor Honor Roll
Crimson Partners $ 500 - $ 999-
Millennium Society $1,000 - $2,499 t
Golden Benefactor
President's Circle
$2,500 - $4,999 ~




Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Coles
Martin Conceicao '75
Mr. and Mrs. William Connor
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cricco
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Cullen
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cusick
Mr. and Mrs. John Dailey
Paul D'Angelo '85
Blanche DiNocco








Mr. and Mrs. James Farrell










Mr. and Mrs. Jose Gonsalves
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Grant
Mr. and Mrs. John Grant
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gravel
Joanne Gregory '83
Joyce Guild
Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Gunderman
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Hackett
Mr. and Mrs. John Haines"
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Harmon
Mr. and Mrs. John Harper
Mr. and Mrs. William
Herndon
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Hill
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Hilton, Sr.
Barbara Hopkins '63
Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher Howell
Mr. and Mrs. Derek Huer
Dana Hurley




Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kelly




Mr. and Mrs. John Killion









Mr. and Mrs. Patrick LudWig





Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mola

















Mr. and Mrs. Paul Roche
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Roche
Joseph Salamon
Nancy Salamon '68





Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Southwick
Mr. and Mrs. Walter St.Amand
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Staunton
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander
Stetkevych"
Sherri Stewart
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. William Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Swanson
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Swasey
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Sweeney




Mr. and Mrs. Brian Van Dyke




Mr. and Mrs. James Waskiel
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vieira










Allstate Insurance Company §
American Express Company §
American General Finance §
American National Can Co. §
American Optical
Corporation §
Arnica Mutual Insurance Co. §













Board of Higher Education
Boston Edison §













CIBA - Corning Diagnostics
Corp. §










Digital Equipment Corporation §
Eastern Edison
Edward Bangs Kelley and
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Giving Clubs
Century Club $ 100 - $ 499 *
Donor Honor Roll
Crimson Partners $ 500 - $ 999-
Millennium Society $1,000 - $2,499 t
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President's Circle
$2,500 - $4,999 L1
$5,000 and more •
•
Exxon Corporation §
Factory Mutual System §
Federated Department Stores §
Fidelity Investments §
First Virginia Bank §
Fleet National Bank §
Ford Motor Company §
Freedom Capital Management
Company
Gannett Communities Fund §
















John Hancock Mutual Life
Insurance Co. §
Johnson & Higgins §
Johnson & Johnson
Professional, Inc.
Joseph A. Richmond, CPA PC
KeyCorp§
Lucent Technologies §
MasterCard International, Inc. §
MatteI, Inc. §





National Computer Systems §
NELLIE MAE9
New England Board of Higher
Education
New England Electric System §
New England Sinai Hospital &
Rehabilitation Center
New York Community Trust §








PPG Industries Foundation §

















Shearson Lehman Brothers §





South Weymouth Savings Bank
Southern New England
Telephone§
Standish Oil Company, Inc.
State Street Bank & Trust Co. §
State Street Research &
Management Company §
Steinbach, Incorporated §




Texas Instuments, Inc. 9
The Bank of Braintree
The Candle Foundation §
The Foxboro Co. §
The New England Company §
The Reebok Foundation §
The UPS Foundation §
Thomson Financial Services §







W. R. Grace & Co. §
Westinghouse Electric
Corporation §
Williams Elementary School §
WMX Technologies, Inc. §
Xerox Corporation §
Memorial and Honorary Gifts
In memory of Dr. Morgan Brown
Temple University Hospital
In memory of Ms. Pearl Currier '22
Mrs. Gertrude Currier Wirling '39
In memory of Mrs. Elsie Menice Jones '25
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vieira
Dr. and Mrs. William Watson
Ms. Janice Boyar
In memory of Dr. Robert MacCurdy
Mrs. Eleanore MacCurdy
In memory of Mrs. AIda Costa Mello '45
Mr. Lawrence Costa '55
In memory of Dr. Lenore Padula - Fitzgerald
Ms. Nancy Kane 74
In memory of Mr. Robert Prendergast
Mrs. Claire Klein Friedman '50
In memory of Mr. Martin Rizzo
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Rizzo
In memory of Mrs. Florence Ferguson Thayer '37
Estate of Arthur Thayer
In memory of Dr. Vincent Worden
Mr. Richard Gamble '62
Mrs. Mary Worden '82
In memory of Mrs. Barbara Walton Zeoli '39
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Osberg
•
In honor of Mr. Paul Gaines '68
Mr. James Wilkins Jr. '78
Ms. Marie Commette
In honor of Mr. Holden Tracy Moore
Mr. David Moore
In honor of Mrs. Mary Worden
Mr. Alan Worden
Aitiiougii ,pc 1/I1('e tl1kCII grmt mre to clIcck tlIe 1111111CS listed, 110 ,ucii list mil /7e perfect. If ,pc IlIli'C 1I111d,'crtl'lltly Ollllttcd or
misspelled your 1Il1l1le, (l'e l1pologi:e. P/m,e let us kllow so tlIl1t (l'e mil 1IIl1ke tlIe lIeCeSSl1rI/ correctlollS to our 1'£'cord"
Correctiolls ,pill /71' puNislIed III tlIe IIcrt Bndge'l'l1ter 1III1gl1:1I1e.
Alumni Update
"
elementary school teacher from
1967-1974 and served as Director of
Special Education for the Town of
Somerset from 1974-1978, before
first being elected to the State
Legislature in 1979.
She has since been re-elected to the
Massachusetts House of Representa-
tives from the 5th Bristol District
many times and is presently serving
her 10th term in office. Joan is Vice
Chair of the House Committee on
Election Laws.
When House Speaker Thomas
McGee appointed her Majority
Whip in 1984, Joan became the first
woman to ever serve in a leadership
position in the House. In 1993, she
reached another milestone when she
Joan Hickey Menard '67 was presented with
the Adrian Rondileau Award.
became the first woman to be
elected chairperson of the Massa-
chusetts Democratic State Commit-
tee. Joan recently was reelected to a
second term in that important
position.
Her professional affiliations include
the League of Women Voters, the
National Organization for Women,
and the Massachusetts Women's
Legislative Caucus. In addition, she
has been a volunteer for the college's
Women's Institute Day, and cur-
rently serves on the Board of
Directors of both the Fall River Five
Cents Savings Bank and
Steppingstone, Inc., a Fall River
alcohol rehabilitation facility.
the system, including plans for two
new schools. As interim superinten-
dent Bob spearheaded the imple-
mentation of Educational Reform
efforts in Teacher Certification and
was instrumental in revising the
approach to hiring minority candi-
dates in teaching, administrative,
and support positions.
A graduate of the Brockton Public
Schools system, Bob received an
undergraduate degree from Tufts
University and a master's degree in
guidance/psychology in 1960 from
Bridgewater State College. He is a
member of the Mass. Association of
School Superintendents and the
NAACP Local Chapter and a
recipient of the 1996 Outstanding
Community Service by an Educa-
tional Leader Award from MY
TURN, Inc.
•




Joan Hickey Menard '67
Joan Hickey Menard received a
bachelor's degree in education in
1967 and a master of education
degree in 1971 from Bridgewater
State College. She worked as an
•
The Nicholas P. Tillinghast
Award for Outstanding
Leadership and Professional
Achievement in the Field of
Public Higher Education
Robert C. Jones
Robert "Bob" Jones has enjoyed a
life-long career in the Brockton
Public School system. He began as a
science teacher in the junior high
school, became an assistant princi-
pal, and worked in the administra-
tive services department for 24 years
before being appointed superinten-
dent of schools in 1995.•
Responsible for the educational
leadership and systemwide manage-
ment of the Brockton Public Schools,
Bob has myriad achievements.
Among recent accomplishments are
the School Committee/Administra-
tive Team review of the policy
manual and the completion of a
school strategic plan. In addition, he
provided leadership for acceptance
by the State Board of Education for
the long-range voluntary desegrega-
tion and educational equity plan for
fresident Tinsley joined professor and chairperson ofthe Physics department George Weygand
5~,who served as chaIr of the Major Awards CommIttee, In presentIng the Nichofas P.
TIllInghast Award to Robert C. Jones, far right.
Continued from Page 10
no issue or student concern that is
insignificant to her. If it is important
to students, it is important to Dorie."
1922
RoseMary McIssac Shepherd taught
elementary and junior high school in
Haverhill, Massachusetts, until her
retirement in 1971. During a recent get-
together RoseMary, who is 95-years old,
was recruiting all of the young folks,
encouraging them to teach and
recommending they attend Bridgewater.
1927
Josephine Giberti of Lakeville,
Massachusetts, recently celebrated her
91st birthday. She says she occasionally
sees Doris Annis who still lives in
Bridgewater. She writes that James
Buckley is in a Bridgewater nursing
home and Michael Lankalis, who
attended the 70th Reunion of the class at
Alumni Weekend in May, lives in
Hooksett, New Hampshire.
1930
Marjorie Ray Tuttle Root is 88-years old
and teaches creative writing in
Florida...Ruth Schenck Stewart has won
awards in juried shows for her
watercolor paintings. Her grandchildren
and great-grandchildren keep her
traveling from Tennesee to New
Hampshire. She would love to hear from





George "Gene" Higgins of Osterville,
Massachusetts, was prevented from
attending the reunion due to his wife's
back operation. He was pleased he was
able to visit with Raymond Cook who
was in from Sun City, Florida.
1936
Barbara Albret









Helen Robertson of Satellite Beach,
Class Notes
Florida, wonders what happened to
former roommate, Carolyn Bell.
1939
This past year, Frank "Pitchpipe" Bailey
had the honor of escorting his daughter,
Melanie, down the aisle on Valentine's
Day. He would love to hear from Jim









Linnea Harju Maki and her husband,
Ted, recently celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary with a three-week
trip to Finland and a week on Cape Cod.
She is heading for Latana, Florida, in the
fall to spend the winter...Carey Brush
completed the Centennial history of the
State University College of Onenta, New
York, with the publication of In Honor
and Good Faith: Completing the First
Century. He lives in Richmond and is a
volunteer docent with the Virginia
Historical Society...Louise Forsyth was
the recipient of an award at the recent
American School Counselor Association
convention. She received a plaque in
appreciation of her dedication and





South Yarmouth, MA 02664-1805
Dr. Wallace Goldstein, professor
emeritus of Westfield State College,
recently published The Redemption, a
novel that tells the story of a German
engineer and a Jewish girl from New
York who fall in 10ve...Alice Bubriski
enjoyed a 'round the world trip with the
National Trust for Historic Preservation
...Dr. Lillian Putnam, professor emerita
of Kean College, recently published a
book entitled, Readings On Language and
Literacy...Mary Hildreth Chassey
volunteers at a local hospital and her
church in Columbia, South Carolina. She
and her husband, George Chassey '44,
recently enjoyed an Alaskan cruise.
Members of the Class of1942 on the Boyden
Quad, Alumni Weekend '97
1944
Katherine Sites Oldham and Mary
Campbell Barry recently traveled to
Winsor, Connecticut, to celebrate the
50th anniversary of Alyce Mullins
O'Donnell and Joe O'Donnell '43. She
reports that many laughs were shared.
1946
Phyllis Clayman Friedman
30 Washington Street #713
Brookline, MA 02146-1423
1947
Ruth Anderson Berry is a busy
substitute teacher a Centerville
Elementary School in Barnstable. She
enjoys visits from her three children and
three grandchildren.
Celebrating the 50th Reunion of the Class of
1947 at President Tinsley's home were
Lenore Kelly Hennessey, Janice Burchard
McNamara, Muriel Rowell Sherman, and
Elsie Packer Johnson.
Class Notes
Members of the Class of 1952 celebrated their 45th Reunion with a dinner at
the Taunton Holiday Inn
Athletic Hall of Fame.. .Joseph Pauley is
president of Kahler Communications in
Washington D.C., a company that trains
managers and corporate executives. He
has been married for 35 years, and has
three children and five grandchildren.
He has been an active advocate for his
daughter, who has down's syndrome.
Joe was in the U.S. Navy from 1954-1959
and was a certified Chinese interpreter.










At the recent U.S. National Senior Sports
Classic VI held in Tuscon, Arizona,
Bridgewater grads held a mini-reunion.
Participating in the track and field were,
third from left, Marcia Crooks who
came in 11th in discus and 13th in shot
put and in cycling, far right, Helen
Wolski Braithwaite 12th in the 5K, 15th
in the 10K, 9th in the 20K, and 11th in
the 40K. Also pictured are, left to right,








Arthur Brennan is proud of the fact that
his two daughters graduated from
Bridgewater...Robert Bachmann has
retired after 40 years in the Andover
School System. He spent the 1996-97
school year as a volunteer teacher








North Easton, MA 02356-1801
Patricia Phillips
21 Thurston Point Road
Gloucester, MA 01930
Janet Frieh-Thifault Cunningham of
Vineyard Haven, Massachusetts, has
spent the last three winters in Aru1a
Maria Island, Florida...Myra Powers
Lopes is a former teacher for the
Fairhaven School System and former
principal of a kindergarten. She recently




Members of the Class of 1947 pose outside Tillinghast Hall, Alumni Weekend '97.
1949 Dr. Joseph and Marjorie TorrenceGregg have moved to Switzerland
where Joe works as associate director of
a Hotel School in Luzern. Both have
been authors and traveled/worked in 75






34-10 94th Street, Apt. 1 C
Jackson Heights, NY 11372
John Berry, Jr. is a part time activities
director at a nearby club in Barnstable,
Massachusetts. He has three children
and three grandchildren located
througout the U.S....Russell Fears of St.
Petersburg, Florida, would enjoy






East Falmouth, MA 02536-6268
Class Notes "
Ginny Jewett Hogg is looking forward
to retirement after 37 years of teaching,
27 of them at BSC. Her son will be
married in September, and she and her
husband hope to do more traveling...
Marilyn Lyons Monroe has returned to
real estate after nine years of substitute
teaching. Her husband plans to retire
from NYNEX in October.
1962
1961
Trefton Soucy of Port Charlotte, Florida,
has retired and begun a new interest in
genealogy. He has been able to trace
some family lines back to 1502 France.
He would love to hear from some
classmates....Derek Little recently joined
Cambridegeport Bank's mortgage
Dr. Robert Champlin recently presented
Fitchburg State College's distinguished
Harrod Lecture entitled "The Dinosaurs
of Mexico." He has also received the
college's Vincent J. Mara Award for
Excellence in College Teaching at the
commencement ceremony in
May...Paula Forrest Clinton has been
elected to the Delta Kappa Gamma
International Society. Paula is president
of Total Quality Managed Education of
Massachusetts, a non-profit research and
education organization...Barbara
Webster Smith is still teaching in the
Annapolis, Maryland, area and just
completed a master's in education as a
reading specialisLTimothy Rioux of
North Attleboro, Massachusetts, recently
was named associate superintendent for
finance and plant operations for
Catholic schools; he formerly was the
headmaster of St. Peter-Marian Central
Catholic Junior-Senior High School....
Claire Murphy Thibodeau and her
husband traveled to Moscow and St.
Petersburg last year.
spent in Arlington public schools, and
has traveled with his wife to Israel,
France, and Italy. The couple spends
part of the winter in Florida...Paula
Clairmont Ekstrom has been teaching
aerobics for 30 years, now to seniors. She
works as a retirement counselor at a
retirement community in Concord, New
Hampshire...Constantine Nanopoulos
retired last year as a superintendent of
schools in New Bedford,
Massachusetts.... Richard Williams
retired as princ!pal of South Junior High
Members of the Class of 1962 celebrated their 35th Reunion on Alumni Weekend.
1960
School in Brockton to return to teaching
at St. Edward's School in Brockton.
Darrell Lund








Celebrating a reunion during Alumni Weekend, from the Class of 1957: seated, left to right:
Helen Wolski Braithwaite '55, John Braithwaite, Richard Bohtelho, Ann McAuliffe Botelho.




Bill Croke retired after 34 years of




Patricia Mandeville Sullivan of
Randolph, Massachusetts, has a music
studio and teaches organ, piano,
keyboards, and vocal progress. She stays
busy as a church organist and pianist.




East Weymouth, MA 02189-1939
Rose-Elaine Shepherd Landry
continues to teach English as a second
language to fourth graders in Lawrence.
Her four children are married, and she
has three grandchildren...Dr. Robert
MacLauchlin is planning to retire in
1998 from Colorado State University,
where he began in 1969 as director of
television-radio instruction. He has
received a number of "Who's Who"
awards and remains active within his
community. His retirement plans
include cruising and being in the
mountains...Dr. Norman Landry took
advantage of an early retirement after 37
years, most recently as dean of student
affairs at Northern Essex Community
College. Currently, he is self-employed









Carla Schrage Broman has moved to
Gorham, New Hampshire to further her
photography career and interests. She is
a member of the League of New
Hampshire Craftsmen in Color
Photography and the Mt. Washington
Valley Art Association...Helen
Worcester Bendell is enjoying
retirement by traveling and recently
enjoyed a trip to Alaska...Robert Carney
recently was elected to a sixth three-year
term as union business manager of lRM
Workers Local 57 in Worcester. He has
served as an officer in Local 57 for 29
years...Bruce Taylor of Eau Claire,
Wisconsin, would like to reCOlmect with
old friends...Nancy Botelho Bryant and
her husband celebrated their 27th
anniversary this year. She and her
husband are working for the State's
Department of Social Services....Fr.
Edmund Sylvia has taken a year's
position as student life director for
Franciscan University of Stubenville's
extension campus in Gaming, Austria.
1969
1968
was selected staff member of the month.
She and her husband, Bob, live in
Kingston with their two children...





Rita Araujo taught physical education
was the former superintendent in North
Attleborough.
Pauline Werner, dean of students at
Plymouth South High School recently
1967
At a recent reunion, the founding
members of Phi Pi Delta, from the Class
of 1965: front row, Don Clement and
Malcolm Perna. Back row: Gordon





Paul and Diane Borges Fairbanks live
in Dartmouth, Massachusetts. Paul is in
the math and computer science
department at BSC and Diane teaches
math at Taunton High School...Judith
Johnston Ryner of Alstead, New
Hampshire, would like to hear from
roommates Barbara Indelicato
Sapienza and Nancy Finen Wilson.
l
Members of the Class of1967 at the Holiday Inn in Taunton during Alumni Weekend
Sheila Tunstall McKenna '62, Mary
Dowling '62, and Marcia Crooks '55, at
the recent U.S. National Senior Sports
Classic VI. McKenna placed 6th in the
800m run and 9th in the 1500m run.




division in the Newton loan
center....Elaine Perry Liming of Yorba
Linda, California, was promoted to
Mater Dei High School's religion
department chairperson this past year.
Judith Williams Millar
10 Presidents Lane, Apt. 11
Quincy, MA 02169-1952
John Leroy, Jr. recently ran for
selectman in Marshfield, Massachuetts.
He has retired from a 38-year career as a
Braintree school administrator.
1965
Patricia Martin is retired from Randolph
High School as a guidance counselor
and is enjoying outdoor activities in
Gilford, New Hampshire...Allen Brown
was recently appointed superintendent




Bradford Sherman retired after teaching
for 35 years in the Fall River public
schools. He now operates two charter
fishing boats in Westport Point,
Massachusetts, and in Marathon Key,
Florida...Art Curry of Cool, California, is
dean of economic development at Sierra
College and is working on developing a
new 40-acre high tech campus. Sadly,
Art's wife, Ingrid, passed away in May.
They were married for 30 years...
Thomas Venice plans to retire in 1999
from his job as a principal in Lakeville.
Classmates from 1972 at the 25th Reunion celebration held during Alumni Weekend
for the past 27 years now works
breeding and showing Portuguese water
dogs...Raymond Braz and his wife,
Judy, have purchased the Old Harbor
Inn in Chatham, Massachusetts, and
would love for any alumni to visit.. ..
Margaret Donahue Fitzgerald retired
this year as the accountant for the Town
of Halifax....SalIy Baker's newspaper
column "Recovery Works" was awarded
first place for print media in the 1997






Toni DiStefano Stark received her
master's of education in special
education and reading from the
University of Montana. She has been a
substitute teacher and home tutor. She
lives on a three-acre ranch in
Stevensville, Montana, and would love
to hear from BSC friends...Sharon
Dupre was recently appointed athletic
director at Blackstone-Millville Regional
High School. She will continue to coach
field hockey and softball...Maureen
Lennon LaCroix was also awarded the
"Outstanding Educator of the Year"
award from the Alliance for Education
in 1996...Gary Langenbach was a
candidate for selectman in Kingston,
Massachusetts, where he owns
Langenbach's Fine Arts and Antiques.
1971
GeraLd Swift
3 Great Hills Drive
East Sandwich, MA 02537-1546
Ann Brassard Koczera
119 Jam) Street
New Bedford, MA 02745-2518
Richard Armour is a former teacher and
counselor at the State Department of
Public Health and has helped promote
the "Together We Can" anti-drug
program designed to help children....
After 26 years of teaching at Wareham
High School, Jeff Hathaway has become





Tom Sullivan and Lynne Gardner
Sullivan '74 are proud that their son,
Michael, will be a freshman at BSC this
fall ...Douglas Beecy is married with
Class Notes
three children. He owns the Bourne
Bridge Liquors and the Jug Shop in
Wareham, Massachusetts...Michael
Donnell, assistant principal of Hingham
High School, recently was named
Massachusetts Assistant Principal of the
Year by the Massachusetts Secondary
School Administrators' Association....
Cathy Burt Shachoy is a health and
physical education teacher who was
honored with the Norwood High
School's Outstanding Teacher for 1997
award. She and.her family live in
Mansfield....Donna Swierk Fontaine, a
data processing secretary at Plymouth
South High School, was elected staff
member of the month recently....Michael
Henderson of Franklin, New




2308 West CuLLivan Street
IngLewood, CA 90301
Sandy Fazio Pennington is president of
The Ohio Valley Romance Writers of
America. She sends regards to Professor
Delisle and all of her former history
professors saying they will never know
how much she has used the history and
the Shakespeare...Lance Kisby has a
pediatric dental practice in Ashland and
Needham, Massachusetts...He would
like to get in touch with his old
roommate, Steve Crowe '74...Claire
Bruce Cullinane teaches fourth grade in
Bangor, Maine, and is completing a
master's degree from Antioch New
England Graduate SchooL.Kathleen
McHugh Dodwell was named principal
of Bartlett Elementary School in
Goffstown, New Hampshire...Janel
Lafond-Paquin was one of ten teachers
nationwide appointed to the American
Associa tion of Teachers of French
ational Task Force to develop French-
specific student standards. She teaches
at Rogers High School in Newport,
Rhode Island.
1974
Richard Kozik recently completed the
certificate of advanced graduate study
in education leadership and
management at Fitchburg State College.
He is vice president at the Henry Lord
Middle School in Fall River...Timothy
Woods is a social studies teacher and
athletic director at Nashoba Valley
Technical High School in Westford,
Massachusetts....Maureen Rogers is
director of programs and public policy






Ronald Bartlett of Granville, Ohio,
would love to hear from any classmates.
He is employed by Denison
University.... Paul McCarthy is the
assistant principal at Forestdale
Elementary School and the director of
Malden's Summer Enrichment Program.
He and his family live in Georgetown,
Massachusetts...Joe Travers has changed
./
Members of the Class of 1977 celebrated their 20th Reunion with dinner at the HoLiday Inn in
Taunton during Alumni Weekend
careers after 20 years in the financial
industry to being self employed as an
advertising and marketing consultant.
He and his wife, Leanne Jenkins
Travers are raising two sons in
Marshfield...Elizabeth Wood Singelton
has been married for 13 years and has
one daughter... Susan Barbati Turgiss of
Cohasset is a speech and language
pathologist. She and her husband,
Robert, have one daughter....John
Kinnear, a retired Marine Corps captain
and former special education teacher
has been volunteering his time for the








Swans Island, ME 04685
John Harty is chief of police in
Middlesex County and also has been a
colonel for Massachusetts State Guard
since 1989....Kate Tyndall is the chief of
operations at Lowell House, and
oversees multiple programs dealing
with HIV/ AIDS and substance
abuse....Elizabeth Kreimer Finkelstein
is an administrative assistant to the
executive director of alumni relations
and the annual fund at Brandeis
University....Former state trooper Dan
Davis has been the state's attorney in
Windham County in Vermont, for more
than 10 years. He and his wife, Mary,
have three children....And from Nancy
Kipp Florence: "Girls Weekend
Continues." The girls of '76 held their
annual reunion on Nantucket this
summer and met up with none other
than Dean Henry Fanning. In
attendance were Barbara "Bunny"
Winters O'Brien who last joined the
group 17 years ago. She is wondering
where Freddie Smith '74 is these
days...Diane Colyer Turco rented out
her home on the Cape last summer and
went cross country with her family...
Kathy Bohner Regan still resides on her
horse farm in New Hampshire and
would like to say hello to Jeff Bua....
Donna Mansolilli Bates is
contemplating marriage again....
Beverly Dau Harris is considering
relocating to the island permanently; she
had such a good timeL..Marie Thibault
Jerome would like anyone wishing to
join us next year to e-mail her at
MJerome350@aol.com...Nancy reports
that they may make the annual get-
together co-ed so that string bikinis can
Class Notes
be enjoyed by all! Nancy mentioned
that Marc Kerble was sighted along the
sidelines at last year's Homecoming
with sidekick Chuck Tobey. She can
verify the rumor that Chuck is "half the
man he used to be" - Florida agrees with
himL.. Bill Nixon is the proud father of
three athletic sons and resides in
Bridgewater....Bob and Kathy Souza
Ciullo also live in Bridgewater and can
be found on an athletic field watching
one of their three children.
From the Class of 1976, left to right:
Marie Thibault Jerome, Nancy Kipp
Florence, Barbara Winters O'Brien,
Beverly Dau Harris, Diane Colyer






Wareham resident Donald Gfroerer's
son, Shawn, will attend BSC in this
falL.Carol Baldwin and Cheryl Buskey
Carter are organizing a "20-ish
Reunion" for their theatre buddies. If
you are interested, contact the Alumni
Office and they will forward your name
on to CaroL.Paul MacMillan was
named principal of Kingswood Regional
High School in Wolfeboro, New
Hampshire. He is the former principal of
Kennett High School where he spent 20
years as a teacher and administrator....
Shirley Lafontaine Smith is the early
childhood coordinator of the Dennis-





Jack King of West Roxbury,
Massachusetts, would love to hear from
all his old friends, especially "the ones
who used to hang out in the radio
station while I was on the air." ...Cheryl
Cronin works as a LAN person
computer support specialist at Gillette in
Andover, Massachusetts...Jeff Entwistle
is chairman of communication and the
arts and a theatre designer at the
university of Wisconsin-Green Bay....
Grafton town administrator Daniel
Morgado was a finalist for the town
manager position in Shrewsbury. He









Rosemary Delima da Silva of Acushnet,
Massachusetts, is principal of Our Lady
.'
•
of Mount Carmel School in New
Bedford.... Theresa Maurer-Isaacson is
married with four children. She is a
special education teacher in the Fall
River Public School System...Glenn
Guenard asks Steve Carmichael:





Peachtree City, GA 30269
Brian Sullivan is transferring to Kansas
City, Missouri, as director of sales with
Humana Health Plans...Jean St. Andre
R~~illardreturned to full-time parish
nurustry at Blessed Sacrament Parish in
Walpole. She recently enjoyed a trip to
Italy, Austria, and the Czech Republic. ..
~haryn Busn~ngo teaches second grade
ill Bourne...Vlcky Haskell-Bearce is a
resource room teacher and the special
needs chairperson at Center School in
Stow, Massachusetts...Ronald Roy
works as an information system auditor
for Fleet Financial Group....James
Quigley recently was promoted to the
rank of sergeant in Canton,
Massachusetts....Lynne Hogan Walsh
~as served as a Board of Library trustee





Heidi Neff was promoted to plant
manager from production supervisor of
Hans Kissle in Wilmington,
Massachusetts.... Dennis Heenan is a
special education teacher at Shore
Collaborative School in Saugus.
1982
Vanessa Whittington-Brown writes
poetry that focuses on teaching and
learning. She is the proud mother of two
girls....Shirley Wells is a manager of the
Case Management Program at Falmouth
Hospital...Donna Ruseckas is the new
athletic director at Daniel Webster
College. She previously was the AD at





Jeffrey Perry has worked as a claims
representative for the Social Security
Administration for the past 13 years. He
Class Notes
and his wife are raising two children in
Somerset, Massachusetts...Mark
Cordeiro recently reported for duty with
Fleet Air Reconnaissance Squadron
Three at TInker Air Force Base in
Oklahoma City.... Richard Reynolds is a
lab supervisor at Rhone-Poulenc Rorer.
1984
Peter George





Mitchell Degere is a psychiatric worker






Lisamarie Menn Anyanwu plans to
attend Worcester State College in the
fall ...Elizabeth Scroggs Day is expecting
their fourth child during Christmas
time. Since graduating she has been
active in 12th step work, her parish, and
homeschooling her children....David
Lane is working at the University of
Rochester Medical Center as an
administrator. He and his wife have two
boys. Friends can contact him at
DLane®urmc.rochester.edu... Nter
teaching adapted physical education for
nine years at The Education
Cooperative, Carolyn Soper
McKearney returned to school for
special needs certification and now
teaches special education in Sherborn....
Elizabeth Lawrence is a special
education teacher in the Hull Public
School system.
1986
Susan Bereznay Sorrenti of Middleboro
has worked for DuPont for the past nine




1459 VFW Parkway #B-12
West Roxbury, MA 02132
Susan McCloskey of Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, recently became a registered
nurse. She works as a pharmaceutical
sales representative for Merck...Eric Hart
has been named town accountant for the
town of Halifax.... Registered nurse
Michaelene Banville is a certfied infant
massage instructor and has been a
service coordinator for seven years at
the Greater Fall River Early Intervention
Program....Joan Dansereau Seamans of









JoAnn Runge sends congratulations to
friends who were married in 1996:
Martha Smith '89, Carolyn Bouzan
Parziale, Katie Hartley '89, and Frances
Leeman '89. She can be reached via
email atjohannah@bitstorm.net.. ..
Michael Volpone is the sales and
business manager at Gary Blake Saab in
Exeter, New Hampshire. He'd be happy
to help any BSC alumni with a new or
pre-owned vehicle....John MacDonald
is the program director at Bayberry
House, a facility of the nonprofit agency
Fellowship Health Resources. He lives
on t~e Cape with his wife Alyson....
JUdIth Buller Sferrazza supervises a
residence which counsels emotionally-
troubled adolescents. She and husband,
John Sferrazza '96, are expecting their
first clilld in December....Becky
McClane Conners is the director of





East Taunton, MA 02718
Nancy Burgio Flaherty lives in Braintree
with her husband and three children.
She is employed as a speech therapist
for the Boston Public SChools....Jennifer
Kunze lives in Lexington, Kentucky, and
would love to hear from friends and
sisters of Gamma Phi Beta. She can be
reached at marikya@hotmail.com....
Christine DiMaria Theisen teaches
spec.ial education in Orange County,
Flonda....Congratulations to Richard
Martignetti, who was ordained into the
priesthood. He lives in Waterbury,
Connecticut....Heidi Sturgis Cerullo is a
civil CAD designer at Dunn-McKenzie
Engineering....Ray Puglisli is a staff
consultant for Benchmark, Inc. He
works with human resource
depar~entswithin various computer









Dianna Fiske Charest is married and
living in California, where her husband
is stationed. She would love to hear
from classmates in Communication
Disorders and can be reached at 2941/2
Clairemont Drive, San Diego, CA
92117....Kathleen Kelley Naples lives in
East Sandwich with her husband and
two sons. In addition to working part
time for UPS and as an instructor at
Sandwich Community Schools, she
makes and sells quilts....Joanne Walsh of
Carver, Massachusetts, has a successful
art career as a sculpturer....Chris
O'Halloran graduated in May with an
MBA in finance from Babson College.
He has accepted a position as a financial
analyst in the commerical banking
division of Fleet Financial Group....
Jennifer Spruce recently graduated
from Antioch New England graduate
school with a master's in counseling
psychology....Dena Valatkevicz is
manager of White Hall Jewelers in
Rhode Island....Linda Perry is a certified
public accountant with Walter &
Shuffian in Norwood....Darlene Costa is
assistant dean for fiscal affairs at
Quinsigamond Community College....
Karen Alfonso Puglisli was hired by
Oxford Health as a dedicated service
manager.. ..Robert Gardner is a sales






60 Linden Street, Apt 1
Salem, MA 01970
Mary Doyle Chappell is employed as a
cOUl1selor and orientation coordinator at
Massasoit Community College in
Brockton.... Floyd Williams recently was
designated a naval aviator after earning
"Wings of Gold" after months of flight
training in Meridian, Mississippi. .. .Navy
Ensign Anthony Gutierrez also has
been designated a naval aviator after
receiving training in Corpus Christi,
Texas....David Linnevers lives in Los
Angeles, California, with his wife,
Sharlene. He works as a
communications systems coordinator in
the admissions office of Fuller
Class Notes
Theological Seminary. He would like to
hear from Kristi Friedman of Gamma
Phi Beta....Susan Leavens lives in Sitka,
Alaska, and teaches health education at
Sheldon Jackson College. She also has a
small computer graphics and publishing
business called Coho Designs....Lisha
Brightman Cabral recently completed a
master's degree in education from
Fitchburg State College and teaches
English at Greater New Bedford
Regional Vocational Ted1nical High
School. Lisha, her husband, and year old
daughter live in East Freetown....Jean
Satchell Roseman and her husband,
Bill, have relocated to Massachusetts
from Virginia. Bill will begin teaching
sixth grade at Sippican School in Marion
and Jean plans to take time off to spend
with their two daughters....Ken
Licciardi is a guitarist for the band
Topcat, an alternative rock blues band....
Karen Foley is employed by the state
and teaches at the South Boston
Neighborhood House....Sheila Fay is an
accountant at BankBoston and is
pursuing an MBA at Anna Maria
College....Dianna Dooley is a certified
management accountant and works as
the finance manager for Sprague Air
Controls of Hingham...Debra Whipple
is a speech language pathologist for the
Cumberland, Rhode Island, school
department....Donna Zardeskas is
employed as a regulatory affairs
supervisor at Boston Scientific
Corporation....Brian Freeman is a senior
customer service representative for





Melissa Ferrari is director of the
Hamilton/Wenham Community
Center's School's Out program. She
recently received an orange belt in Tang
Soo Do....Maribeth Koczela Sciplini is a
clinical data manager for Paraexel. She
lives in Reading, Massachusetts, with
her husband, Vincent....James Greene of
Spring, Texas, is a program manager
with Compaq Computers....Jeff Corwin
is the host of the Disney Channel's
"Going Wildf," a weekly show....Peter
Angus is president and co-founder of
Prevail Technology, a computer systems





Carmela Sofia recently was promoted to
technical trainer for John Hancock
Signature Services....Dr. John Casey and
his wife, Amy, a chiropractic
technologist, opened a practice in
Halifax called Casey Family
Chiropractic. They have one daughter...
Heather Weldon Ross serves as
associate director of the Children's
Physical Developmental Clinic at BSC
and works full-time as an occupational
therapist for Rhode Island Hospital....
Elizabeth deLancey graduated from the
University of Delaware in May with a
master's degree in school psychology.
She is employed as a clinical research
associate at DuPont Hospital in
Wilmington, Delaware.... Stephen
Gibbons recently received an
appointment as a Plymouth police
student officer. Prior to his appointment
he was a shift commander at the
Plymouth jaiL...Richard Paling of
Wareham, Massachusetts, is a physical
education teacher at Minot Forest
SchooL.]ennifer Penko recently
completed the MBA program at Wichita
State University. She works with the
start-up team of a new division of
Bombardier CapitaL.Jason
DeMendonca recently moved to San
Diego, California, and works for a
discount brokerage firm. He would like
to hear from Roger Leary '94.....Kevin
Mischley received a DMD degree from
Tufts University School of Dental
Medicine and will practice in
Cambridge and Waltham....Jennifer
Hoffman is an English teacher in the
Center Square School District in New
York. ..Matthew Collins is a senior credit
manager employed at Simplex Time
Recorder in Gardner, Massachusetts.
1994
Lauren Farina
30 Pond Street, #3
Braintree, MA 02184
Tracy Vendetti works for a conference
center in Indiana....Mark Henderon of
Bridgewater was awarded a master's
degree in adapted physical therapy from
Ohio State University....Colleen Conley
is a physical education teacher in
Northbridge, Massachusetts....Attending
the bride and groom at the wedding of
Elissa Flynn and Thomas Poppey '93
were Sherrie Feffer, Jessica Fay,
Christopher Guay, Frank Desario '93,
and Wayne Lombardi '92.....Laurie
White teaches fifth grade in Weymouth.
She was married to Jake Hackett '96 in
July and the couple resides in
Bridgewater.... John DiSanto received
his Juris Doctor from Suffolk University
Law School in May...Travis DeGrace is a
.'
Class Notes
Phi Pi Delta recently celebrated its 35th anniversary with a reunion attended by more than 125
alumni, friends, and active members. Pictured are past presidents David Dwyer '83, Michael
Young '80, Jim Nosel '79, Joe Sarna '72, Richard Morse '69, and Don Clement '65. Back
row: undergraduate Mike Burns, Kathy McRae '96, Terri Mathews BrtJan '94, Jennifer
Shaw Doane '93, Ron Ford '91, Dan Darcy '88, and Al D'Errico '87.
1997
psychologist Elliot Grant. The book will
be released later this year and is a
collection of essays and observations
shared via e-mail between Elliot and
Christine. Her work can be found bi-
weekly on the Ladybug website at
www.ladybugbooks.com....Kim
Theriault is a teacher in the Fidelity
House Preschool in Arlington....Janine
Delaney was appointed interim
conservation enforcement officer in
Kingston. She will retain her position as
the commission's secretary as well....
Sean White is employed at Russard, Inc.
in Rockland.
Roger Limoges
5 West Glebe Road B7
Alexandria, VA 22305
Shelly Hager spent the summer
working and performing in two shows
for Industrial Theatre of Taunton. The
first was Measure for Measure and the
second is an original work entitled
Portrait of A Live Nude Dancer written by
BSC alum Bill Donnelly '94 and
directed by Heather McNamara '94....
Roger Limoges is working towards a
master's degree at the graduate school
of political management at George
Washington University in Washington,
D.C. ...Patricia Jackson has been hired by
Tufts Health Plan in Waltham as a
customer relations coordinator.
Former Woodward Hall residents
reminisced during Alumni Weekend with a
tour through their former home away from
home. From the Class of 1947: Dorothy
Harriman-Connors Bell, Patricia
Shortall Galligan, Phyllis Werlin Freed,






No. Dartmouth, MA 02747
John Sferrazza is a sixth grade teacher
for the Brockton Public Schools....
Kathleen McRae works as a chemistry
research assistant for Millenium
Pharmaceuticals in Cambridge....Lauren
Canter has joined Gray & Rice public
relations in Boston as an account
coordinator....Jim Fitzpatrick of Canton
appeared in the Arlington Friends of the
Drama's production of The Secret
Garden...Army Spc. Vincent Farrell has
entered basic military training at Fort
Jackson in Columbia, South Carolina....
Christine Olinger completed a book
deal with Ladybug Press for He Mail/She
Mail which was co-authored by
1996
able to travel to Korea, Japan, Canada,
and throughout the U.s.... Christopher
Fleming will teach fifth grade at Fowler
Middle School in Maynard....Cheryl
Gilbert is a senior accounting clerk for
the Gillette Company....Jackson
Macomber is a Stoughton
firefighter....Robert Tatro teaches
elementary and adapted physical
education in the Scituate public schools.
1995
physical therapy assistant at Braintree
Manor...Albert Parker earned a master's
degree in mathematics from the
University of Vermont....Anita Ziegner is
employed at Computer Associates in
Westwood....Earl Nickerson works as a
supervisor at the Wakefield post
office....Kevin McAdams works for
Peapod, Inc, in Braintree....Cheryl
Murphy works in the finance department
of Frito Lay in Braintree.... Playwright
William Donnelly was awarded a grant




John Crossman is an elementrary
teaching assistant in Wellesley,
Massachusetts. He would like to hear
from BSC friends at Macdad789O@aol.com
.... Bill Morse works at the Gersh Agency
in Beverly Hills, California... Marine Pfc.
William White recently completed
Marine Corps basic training in Parris
Island, South Carolina....Airman 1st Class
Adam Pare graduated from basic training
at Lackland Air Force Base in Texas....
Navy Seaman Recruit Jennifer Stewart
has completed U.s. Navy basic training in
Great Lakes, Illinois....Carrie Hendrick
was skating professionally with Walt
Disney's World on lee and is now home to
attend Suffolk University's law schooL
While with the Snow White show she was
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Bridgewater Arm Chair
Laser Engraved with BSC Seal' Black with Cherry Chair Crown and Arms $250.00
Bridgewater Rocker
Laser Engraved with BSC Seal' Black with Cherry Chair Crown and Arms $275.00
Bridgewater Arm Chair
Black with Cherry Arms & Gold Silk Screen of BSC Seal $250.00
Bridgewater Boston-Style Rocker
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Bridgewater Child's Rocker
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Pen & Ink Mirror & Desk Box
Hand-Finished Poplar Wood Box features a Reproduction Pen & Ink Print of BSC $110.00
Crewneck Sweatshirt
90% Cotton/l0% Acrylic Athletic Cut Gray with Red BAA Logo - Size L or XL $ 28.00
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Bridgewater Portable Umbrella
Red & White Nylon Panels with BAA Logo $ 15.00
Holiday Ornament
Glass Ball with Red Finish; BSC Seal in White $ 7.50
Holiday Ornament
Brass Design of Boyden Hall $ 4.50
Bridgewater Travel Mug
Insulated - Hot/Cold; White with Red BSC Seal; 22 oz. $ 5.00
Bridgewater Mug
White Porcelain with Red BSC Seal $ 4.50
Bridgewater Alumni Association Baseball Caps - White Cap with Red Lettering $ 10.00
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Tax - Massachusetts residents add 5% Sales Tax - No Tax on Clothing
Shipping - For each Chair add $35; For Each Mirror Add $6; For All Other Items add $4
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Bridgewater State College Woven Coverlet is red and natural white and features 10
College Buildings. 100% cotton, custom-woven. $49.95
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100% silk classic red necktie. Fits into any
wardrobe for only $21.00
This Bridgewater portable
umbrella is only $15.00
A Bridgewater polo shirt can be yours
for $25.00 (sizes L or XL)
This Bridgewater mirror, featuring a
picture of Boyden Hall, is available
for $165
Bridgewater State College Desk Clock
Hand-finished wood frame in mahogany or
dark green tone with pen & ink scence of Boyden
Hall- 7' x 8" x 2" quartz movement, batteries
included. Looks great on a desk or wall in your
office or a family room. Only $115.00 and may be
personalized at no extra charge.
A handsome Bridgewater arm
chair, black with college seal in
gold, is $250
Laser Engraved Boston-Style Rocking Chair
Solid hardwood black chair with cherry finished
crown and arms. BSC seal engraved in crown.
This piece of furniture makes a wonderful
graduation gift and will fit into any style home or
office. Only$275.00 and may be personalized up
to two lines for an additional $20.00
TRADITION MAKES INNOVATION POSSIBLE AT BlUDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
@ringing together the old and
State College is pleased to
Symbolizing a new era C
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..ou upport is more important than ever. As students from
tlfi'oughout the s te are attracted by the breadth and quality
of the academic programs here, by the beauty and charm of
Bridgewater's rural campus, and by the ease with which they
can commute, the college will need to meet the challenge of
~"""'--pro 'ding a superior academic experience. You can help.
Gifts to the AnnuaI Fund support student financial assistance,
facul development, curriculum and library resources, buildings
and grounds maintenance and other operating expenses. More
importa t1Y, your gift to the annual fund supports public education.
While ch about the college has changed through the years,
includiIjg the train's presence on campus, the mission of
Bridgewater has remained focused on keeping an education
within e fmancial reach of all who seek one.
"""1Ielp BrltIgeuxJter State College fulJill its mission by
..wdAg your gi/t to the 1997-'98AnnualFund today.
An envel()]Je is enclosed for your convenience.

